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!Section I
INTRODUCTION
A. BACKGROUND
This report documents a Stabilization and Control study of flex-
ible, spinning, manned space stations. The study was performed by the
Sperry Rand Systems Group of Sperry Gyroscope Company, Division of Sperry
Rand Corporation, for the Langley Research Center, National Aeronautics and |
Space Administration under Contract Nc. NAS 1-29_6. IThe investigation of the stabilization and control problem for a
flexible spinning vehicle was initiated to explore the feasibility of con-
trolling this type of vehicle because such configurations provide a means
of obtaining an artiYicial gravity station environment %_thin near-term
booster payload limitations.
j-
The uncertainty o£ man's reaction to prolonge_l zero-gravity
exposure has necessitated investigations of technique_ which can be used in
, space station configuration design to provide an artificial gravity envi-
ronment, either as an experimental tool or as a backup configuration in the
event that extended zero-gravity operation proves _feasible. One technique
for providing artificial gravity, within constraints imposed by payload
limitations a_ the desire for a large rotational radius, consists of
spinning a manned space capsule and an empty booster case about their
common mass center. A large spin radius can be achieved by separating the
two bodies by means of a structural member. The desire to minimize the
weight associated with the member connecting the s-parated bodies leads to
vehicle configurations which use either cables or relatively thin struts or
tubes as the coupling device. Such extension mechanisms are elastic struc-
tures and will behave as flexible or nonrigid members. Vehicles of this
1-1
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|type, therefore, can be generically referred to as flexibly coupled,
_pinning, space Stations.
The dynamics of this type of flexible vehicle are more complex
than those of a rigid body. Structural oscillations will be superimposed
on, a_ will interact with, the rigid body motions. Thus, it can be
I expected that control concepts will be required which differ from those
which have been reasonably well developed for vehicles more nearly exhibi-
ting rigi@ body behavior. This study was undertaken with the purpose of
defining the control and stabilization prob_l_ _ud generating promising
control-system concepts for coping with it.
l
B. OBJECTIVES
The broad objectives of the study were:
i. To evaluate the feasibility of providing effective, reliable,
control subsystems for flexibly coupled, spinning, manned
I vehicles during the extension or retraction maneuver, and during
steady spinning operation.
2. To generate promising control-system concepts a_ investigatetheir performance characteristics.
3. To define the relationships among the control system, configura-tion, and control-requirement parameters. Knowledge of such
relationships, i.e., sizing laws, provides the basis for the
I subsequent generation of control-system specifications and
preliminary design.
_. To analyze and evaluate several cable-coupling confiAnArations
with the objective of minimizing the control problem imposed by
the flexible structure.
C. SCOPE
This study has emphasized (I) dynamics and control of the vehicle
in the spinning operational mode aud (2) the transition from the spinning
t to the nonspinning mode. Most station concepts _ "so envision operating thestation in a nonspinning or zero-gravity mode, perhaps for considerable
periods of time. However, consistent with the objectives of this study,
consideration of the nonspinning control problem was restricted to insuring
compatibility.
I
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For study purposes, a nominal vehicle and a set of nominal control
requlrements were established. The effects of variations about these
nominals were considered in generating sizing or scaling laws. Variations
in such parameters as orbital altitude, inclination, eccentricity, and
aerodynamic coefficients are not of significance with respect to vehicle
short-term dynamics, and are therefore out_ide of the study scope. Detailed
study in these and other areas will be required prior to preliminary design,
establishment of fuel budgets, and similar subsequent development
activities.
D. APPROACH
The study effort proceeded along the following lines:
1. The important vehicle dynamic characteristics were established
and analytical models were generated.
2. Nominal control requirements and disturbance models were formu-
lated for the various modes of space-statlon operation.
3- Based on the appropriate models, control concepts were
synthesized.
4. Control-system simulations were performed for the nominal
vehicle, establishing "nominal" performance characteristics.
5. Data was generated describing the relationship of such control-
system parameters as weight and peak power to vehicle configura-
tion, disturbance, and damping-requlrement parameters.
6. The relative merits of variations in control approach for this
application were examined and summarized.
7. Problem areas requiring further study were identified.
Section II of the report describes the technical approach and
summarizes the study results. Subsequent sections treat the various aspects
of the study at length.
1-3
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Section II
| SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
i
1
A. MAJOR RESULTS
i I. The established the of andstudy feasibility stabilizing
controlling a flexible, spinning space station.
2. The control system required for the station is of reasonable
size, weight, and power, and is well within the state of the
I art.
3- The only unique component required in the control system is a
L large, two-degree-of-freedom control moment gyroscope. Thedevelopment of such a gyro represents a standard gyro design
problem. No technological break-throughs are required.
I; 4. The cable configuration used to couple the manned body to the
empty booster case is not critical from a controls standpoint.
Several simple cable configurations are feasible, and the
selection of a particular configuration can be largely based
- on deployment mechanism trade-off s, operational considerations,
I and other factors beyond the scope of a controls-orlented study.
From a controls viewpoint, however, an eight crossed cablefo
• configuration appears to offer some slight advantages relative
to others considered in the study.
5. The elastic structural modes, although of importance, pose as
insurmountable control problems during either steady spinning
• operation or the transition from the spinning to the nonspinning
state.
6. The extension and retraction of the station can be performed
with good propellant economy. In the nominal case considered
L
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here, the transition maneuver required only 6 percent more fuel
than would be required to accelerate an equivalent rigid station
to the same operating speed.
B. RECOMMENDED FOLLOW-'0NEFFORTS
As a further result of this investigation, several areas requirin
I more detailed study have been identified. The specific tasks which are
recommended as follow-on items are discussed in section IX_ and summarized
i below:
• It is recommended that the scope of this study be enlarged to
{ include other vehicle configurations. For example, vehicles
having no inherent roll stability, or having asymmetric booster
and/or cable configurations are practical candidates for near-
future use, but were not considered in this study.
I
• It is recommended that further analysis of the extenslon/retrac-
tion problem be performed in order to insure that there are no
hidden problem areas. In this study, attention was focused on
the yaw axis since the pitch and roll axes did not appear as• critical. This preliminary fi ing must, of course, b sub tan-
tiated by detailed simulation of the pitch and roll axes.
B
1 Further, a four cable configuration was considered in this study
to simplify the cable slacking calculations, Other cable con-
_ figurations should be analyzed. Finally, no attempt has been
I made to define detailed performance requirements for the mating
device used to couple the manned body to the c_psule. Allowable
disturbance inputs at de-coupling and expected terminal conditions
at coupling shoud be established.
I It is further recommended that studies besystem intezratlon
performed. Control concepts suitable for use in the spinning
I modes have been established, and nonspinnlng mode control conceptsare well known. The next step in the definition of a flexible
spinning space station control system should be the development
I of an integrated system concept. For example, actuator trade-
offs have been considered in this study, but only relative to
I spinning mode requirements. Mile the specific actuators pro-
posed in section VIII are compatible with nonspinning mode require-
_ ments, they may not be an optimum selection. Further trade-off
I 2-2
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!investigations, wlth increased emphasis on nonsplnnlng mode
requirements, are required to establish an optimum actuator
configuration.
C. SUMMARY OF UNCONTROLLED VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS
Equations of motion for a flexible vehicle of the type illustrated
by f_gure I were generated and programmed for the digital computer. This
program was used to establish the general dynamic characteristics of th_
space station, to determine the effect of the various conflgnratlon para-
meters on the vehicle dynamic_ an_ to evaluate several alternate cable _
configurations.
As a result of this study, it was determined that the flexible
vehicle would be similar to the rigid vehicle in many respects, but that |
structural flexibility would play an important role in some practical
cases. The cable configuration used to couple the manned body to the ||empty booster stage was, of course, found to affect the structural flexibil-
ity. An eight-cable configuration (cf. figure 4) suggested by Langley
Research Center personnel was found to be somewhat more desirable than the
#
other cable configurations considered in the study. However, all of the
cable configurations which were analyzed appeared satisfactory during both
the operational spinning mode and the transition mode. No differences
were discovered significant enough to dictate the use of a specific con-
figuration to obtain adequate control.
D. SUMMARY OF CONTROL SYSTEM OPERATION
1. Operational Spinning Mode Control
A functional block diagram of the nominal stabilizatlon and control
system is shown in figure 2. The following paragraphs describe these
functions.
The rate stabilization system is designed to damp undesirable
transient motions of the vehicle. The nominal system has been sized to
damp the dominant vehicle resonance to i0 percent of critical, and also
damps the structural resonances to 1 percent of critical. Rate gyros are
used to sense spurious motions of the manned body, and opposing torques are
applied to the vehicles by the proper actuator. A two degree of freedom
control moment gyro Is used to provide the torques for damping angular velo-
cities about axes normal to the spin vector. An inertia wheel damps the
structural oscillations of the manned body about the spln axis. A_discussed
2-3
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in section V, the control moment gyro appears to offer significant
advantages relative to inertia wheels: reaction jets, or single degree of
freedom gyros.
The damped vehicle tends to spin about its axis of major moment
of inertia, which may not coincide with the space station geometric axis-
the desired axis of rotation. The dynamic balancing system utilizes the
same rate gyros and th_ same control moment gyro mentioned above to provide
the torques required to make the vehicle spin about its geometric axis.
In doing so, it compensates for dynamic imbalances which may arise because
of crew motions inside the manned body.
The long term orientation of the space station spin vector (and
geometric axis) is controlled by reaction Jets. A solar alignment control
system accurate to _1/2 degree was synthesized to determine the response of
the vehicle to orientation thrusts and to demonstrate feasibility. Sun
sensors, reaction Jets, and control logic comprise the orientation control
system.
Artificial gravity level is maintained constant within _ percent
of desired level (0.4g nominal) by means of reaction Jets controlled by a
suitably oriented accelerometer.
2. Transition Mode Control
The transition mode is typified by a continuous, and gross, change
in vehicle dynamics, and by certain nonlinear phenomena which arise only
during this mode of operation. As an example of the latter, it was found
that cable slacking was not likely to occur during the operational spinning
mode, but was almost certain to occur during the transition mode at low
spin speeds and short cable lengths. Accordingly, a special analog simula-
tion incorporating the relevant nonlinearities was employed for the
transition mode control study.
The transition maneuver itself was designed to strike a reasonable
compromise between propellant economy and vehicle rigidity. From the
standpoint of propellant economy, it would be most desirable to completely
extend the cables before thrusting to attain operational spin speed. This
is not possible, however, since the centrifugal force due to spin is the
only thing that keeps the cables taut and prevents the two vehicles from
following separate independent trajectories.
2-4
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A maneuver consisting of extension at a low spin speed (i0 percent
of operational speed), followed by a spin-up to final speed at full exten-
sion was finally selected. This maneuver required only six percent more
propellant than would be required if all thrusting could be done at full
extension. The rigidityof the vehicle was sufficient to keep attitude
oscillations below three or four degrees during the five minute extension.
The attitude oscillations were smaller during the ensuing i0 percent
minute spin-up which completed the transition maneuver.
The transition mode control system consists of a spin speed
controller and a cable extension rate controller. Reaction Jets controlled
by a rate gyro mounted in the manned body are used to control spin speed.
The extension rate is controlled by an electric servo motor on the cable
drum, which also provides the damping (tachometer feedback) which is needed
to reduce cable slacking and associated "bounce" of the manned body as it
hits the end of the cables.
E. SUMMARY OF CONTROL SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
As indicated above, the control system components include:
................... _ Power, Watts
Wt. Vol. ,......
Qty Item Lbs Ca ft Peak Steady
1 3-axis rate gyro assembly 2.5 0.03 13 13
2 Sun sensors 1 - - -
1 Accelerometer 1 O.O1 1 1
i Control moment gyro 152 4.2 28 43 '
(2 degree of freedom)
1 Inertia wheel 150 1.3 - 360
1 Cable servo motor 17 0.2 - 75
4 I00 ib thrust reaction Jets 18 - - 54
1 Electronics assembly ll 0.25 20 25
The total weight of the nominal system is 355 lbs, excluding
reaction jet plumbing and tankage, cable drum and gearing, wiring, displays,
and manual controllers. Components required solely for nonspinning mode
control are also excluded, but all of the actuators and some of the sensors
listed above are compatible with nonspinning mode requirements.
Major propellant requirements for the spinning mode are as follows:
• 450 ibs of propellant per spin/despin cycle.
• 4500 ibs of propellant per year to maintain solar orientation.
1966021006-018
These requirements assume that the reaction Jets are mounted on the manned
body. If booster-mounted Jets are used, the amounts become 220 Ibs and
2200 ibs respectively.
Variations in mission requirements or vehicle parameters will, of
cource, affect the weight of the control system. The results of several
parametric studies have been summarized in section VIII. Section III
describes the flexible vehicle control problem in some detail, and sections
IV-VII present the study results in more detail.
I
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!Section III
DISCUSSION OF THE PROBLEM
A. MISSION ANALYSIS
I. Vehicle Description
The nominal vehicle configuration selected for study is shown in
figure 3. It consists of two capsules connected by a number of flexible
cables. One capsule is manned and the other is an empty booster casing.
The two are spun about their common mass center so as to create an arti- |
ficial gravity environment.
I
_hen launched, the two vehicles are Joined together and must be
! extended and spun after arrival in orbit. The manned body launch weight, 'i
approximately 19,OOO Ibs, is within the capabilities of the Saturn Col
' launch vehicle.
The station is periodically despun and retracted to allow docking
by an incoming resupply vehicle. A small unmanned rocket vehicle is, in
this particular concept, used as a resupply vehicle. Two gemini capsules
serve as crew emergency escape vehicles.
Variations in major vehicle parameters were considered in the
study. Table 1 summarizes the range of spin speeds, separations, and
inertia ratios which were investigated.
TABLE 1
VEHICLE P_ RAN0gS
, , i ,111 J,lll ii,
Cable Length •
Operational Spinning Mode 50! 100! 150 ft
Transition Mode 0-i00 ft (Typical)
--- (Table continued on next pase: _
3-1
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TABLE 1 (Cont)
VEHICLE PARAMETER RANGES
Spin Speed
Operational Spinning Mode 0.2; 0._! 0.6 rad/sec
Transition Mode 0-0._ rad/sec 'Typical)
Inertia Ratio
(I3 -I2)/I3 0.0027; 0.00_8! 0.0107
ii l, u Jl, lU ....i . ii
The inertia ratios tabulated in table i are the difference in _ne composite
yaw and pitch inertias divided by the yaw inertia. The yaw inertia of the
manned body was varied to change this ratio.
Five different cable configurations were analyzed. These config-
urations are shown in figure _. A single cable, three cable, four cable,
and two eight cable configurations are included. The eight crossed cable
configttrationhas been treated as the nominal case.
2. Mission Description
A typical mission for this type of vehicle might include the
following phases"
• Initial stabilization of the retracted station after orbital
insertion.
• Acquisition of the sun and alignment of the retracted station.
• Angular acceleration and simultaneous cable deployment to r_ach
the operational spinning condition.
• Spinning operation at a fixed spin speed and extension.
• Periodic decel_ration and simultaneous cable retraction for
resupply operations.
• Extended operation in the nonsplnning state for_ say, experimental
observation..
Problems associated with the extension and retraction operations,
called the transition mode hereafter, and with the operational spinnlng
mode have been emphasized in this study. The nonspinning mode was also
given brief attention in order to define mode switching requiroments c_d to
assure actuator compatibility.
3-2
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S • Control Requlrements
a_ Operational Spinning Mode
m , ,,,,
The control functions to be provided during the operational
spinning mode can be summarized as follows:
• Rate stabilization
• Dynamic balancing
• Spin plane orientation
• Artificial gravity control
Table 2 summarizes the detailed control requirements. Very briefly, the
rate stabilization requirement assures damping of the transient motions of
the vehicle. However, if only this damping function were supplied, the
vehicle would spin around its axis of maximum inertia rather than its
geometric axis. The dynamic balancing requirement therefore has been added
to force the geometric axis into alignment with the principal axis.* Thus,
the undisturbed vehicle will spin steadily about the geometric axis. Spin
plane orientation control is supplied to keep the spin vector (geometric
axis) pointed in the desired direction, and artificial gravity control is
supplied to maintain the desired level of artificial gravity.
The necessity for damping the structural resonances is not clear
at this time, since the amplitudes of these oscillations and their associa-
ted accelerations are extremely small. It may be that the cables themselves
will supply sufficient internal energy dissipation to provide this damping.
However, uncertainties associated with the cable construction details, the
actual dissipation capabilities of real cables, and the unknowns of the
space environment preclude dependence on cable damping at this time.
Accordingly, a modest one percent damping requirement has been imposed for
structur_l damping on the control system.
*The dynamic balancing function can be performed either by shifting mass
or by supplying the requisite compensatory torques. Torque balancing
has been considered in this study.
3-3
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TABLE 2
CONTROL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE
OPERATIONAL SPINNING MODE
Range of Alternate
Function Nominal Requirement Requirements
...... ,i .i , j,. j .
Rate Stabilization Damp primary vehicle Damp primary vehicle
resonance to 10% of resonance from 1% to
critical. Damp higher 20% of critical.
structural resonances
to i% of critical.
Dynamic Balancing Completely restore balance Roll balancing only.
within three minutes after No dynamic balancing.
an internal mass shift.
Spin Plane Orientation Maintain Solar Pointing
to _Z °.
Artificial Gravity Maintain Gravity Level to
Control _2%.
A solar pointing requirement has been selected and conceptually
implemented to illustrate the orientation control technique. In practice,
] other more specialized pointing requirements may be imposed and these would,
? _ course, require additional sensors to define the desired axis of orien-
tation. It should be mentioned that solar panel control could pose signi-
ficant control problems in such cases. Since fixed panels may be employed
in the solar-oriented case considered here, the solar panel control problem
was not analyzed in detail and therefore is not discussed in this report.
b. Transition Mode
.|i
The control functions to be supplied during the transition mode
include the following:
• Rate stabilization
• Cable rate control
• Spin speed control
Detailed control requirements to be associated with these functions
were not available when this study was initiated. Accordingly, the tran-
sition mode control system was designed with the following general objectives
in mind: i
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• Minimize transition propellant requirements.
I • Assure vehicle stability.
i • Keep vehicle attitude motions below a few degrees.
In discussing the transition mode control system, an attempt has been made
to establish the trade-offs involved in meeting all of these objectives
simultaneously, rather than to design to a single specific set of
;equirements.
Two types of transition maneuvers had to be considered. The first
consists of the transition from the nonspianing state, for example, to the
[ operational spinning state. The second consists of cable length changes
at full spin speed. While the control systems employed for these two
maneuvers are identical, some sizing penalty is involved in supplying the
latter capability.
Problems associated with switching from the nonspinning mode to
[ the transition mode, and from the spinning mode to the transition mode,
have also been considered. Actuator and control logic switching functions
[ have been provided where applicable.
Finally, an effort has been made to centralize all control equip-
ment in the manned body. Thus, no control data exchange is required between
the booster and the manned body. As discussed in section VI, a propellant
penalty is imposed by such a procedt_re. However, there are no controlrob ems associated with moving all o part of the control equipment to the
booster, and this may be done if so desired. The operational trade-off
[_ existing between propellant data transfer requirements, and equip-economy,
ment availability for maintenance is beyond the scope of this report.
4. Disturbance Levels
0nly major disturbance inputs were considered in this study.
[ These included the effects of dynamic imbalance due tocrew motions, Jet
misalignment torques, and gravity gradient torques. Magnetic drag and
aerodynamic forces were neglected, since they were not expected to be
Ii determining factors.
Estimated disturbance torques were established on the basis of:
[ • An imbalance equal to three, six-slug men located four feet
4. outboard from the mass center, six feet out along the pitch axis,
and six feet out along the yaw axis.
_=
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|• A reaction Jet misalignment of 0.05 radian on all Jets.
I_ • Gravity gradient torques averaged over one orbit at a time, and
integrated over one year. Perfect solarallgnment was assumed,
I and a low altitude equatorial orbit was considered.
The disturbances due to the imbalance and Jet misalignment effects
I were summed arithmetically and applied as a step torque. Thus, both the
magnitude of the disturbance input, and its rate of application, have been
I more than adequately estimated. The actuator sizing estimates are,
• therefore, conservative.
I The average gravity gradient torque is computed in appendix G.A detailed torque-time history analysis was not attempted. The existing
unknowns relative to the vehicle configuration and mission profile would
have made such an effort meaningless. A similar remark applies to propel-
lant consumption calculations, and only order of magnitude propellant
consumption calculations have been performed.
B. STUDY APPROACH
I The to solve the outlined above includedstudy performed problem
five major phases:
• Establishment of the characteristics of the uncontrolled vehicle
• Analysis of the operational spinning mode
r! • Analysis of the transition mode
• Definition of restrictions imposed by the nonspinning mode
!
i • Generation of control system characteristics
A digital computer program comprised the major tool used to
, establish the uncontrolled vehicle characteristics. A number of analog
computer programs were employed in analyzing the operational spinning mode
I and transition mode control problems. Related studies were drawn upon to
define nonspinning mode control requirements. The results obtained from
i' these five study efforts are discussed in the following sections of this
J report.
t
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I Section IV
I CHARACTERISTICS OF THE UNCONTROLLED VEHICLE
A. ANALYSIS OF VEHICLE DYNAMICS
I. Discussion
The objectives of the uncontrolled vehicle analysis were three-
r fold: first, to establish the general dynamic characteristics of this
- somewhat unusual vehicle; second, to determine the effect of configuration
_ changes on these characteristics; and third, to evaluate and compare the
several alternate cable configurations. The following paragraphs present
the results of a digital computer program designed to meet these objectives.
This section deals with the development of an adequate dynamic model, and
discusses the restrictions imposed on the analytical results by the assump-
tions and simplifications used to obtain the model. Section IV.B summarizes
the dominant response characteristics of the vehicle for each of the three
control axes. Sections IV.C. and IV.D. present discussions of the vehicle
_ transient response for the nominal and perturbed configurations respectively.
A detailed analysis of the several alternate cable configurations is
- included.
- 2. Dynamic Model
The dynamic model employed in the analysis is shown in figure 5.
- The nomenclature employed here and throughout the report is summarized in
- appendix A. All vehicle motions are computed relative to the instantaneous
mass center. This leads to a nine degree of freedom model. The angles
. and eij , as well as the perturbations in spin speed (_-_ and separation-
(x), were considered small quantities. The cables connecting _ and_
were assumed massless.
4-1
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I FIGURE 5 NINE-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM VEHICLE MODEL
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While the nine coordinates shown in figure 5 completely define the
I state of the vehicle at any instant time, angles are
in other coordinate
often of more interest. For example, the instantaneous spin plane pointing
i error does not appear explicitly in figure 5. As shown, the angular veloc-ity of the composite station nominally lies along the_ axis and the
A A
vehicle spins in the _,_) plane. Deviations from this nominal position! .must be computed in terms of _ and the ratio _/_4 The calculation is
illustrated in figure 6.
|_ Similarly, there are several measures of manned body orientation
which may be of interest. The orientation of the manne_ body (Ml) relative
to the line Joining the mass centers, relative to the counterweight, rela-
tive to the instantaneous spin plane, and relative to inertial space has
been expressed in terms of eij and_, and tabulated in table 3. The
angular velocities which would be sensed by appropriately oriented rate
gyros on the manned body are also shown in the table.
TABLE 3
" DEFINITION OF ORIENTATION ANGLES
m. iii . . J,, .
-. i. Orientation Relative to Line Joining Mass Centers
i Pitch Angle = el2
Yaw Angle = el3
.. 2. Orientation Relative to Booster
Roll Angle = ell - e21
" Pitch Angle = el2 - e22
Yaw angle = el3 - e23
" 3- 0rientati0n Relatlve to Spin Plane
Roll Angle = ell -_/_o
Pitch Angle = el2
4. Orientation Relative to .Inertlall_ Fixed J_?S
Roll Angle = ell NOTE: Table continued
Pitch Angle = el2 -_ on next page.
Yaw Angle = el3 +_
i.i i i , iii
" 4-2
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I} FIGURE 6 SPIN PLANE QRIENTATION MEASURIF'MENT
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!TABLE 3
DEFINITION OF ORIENTATION ANGLES (Cont)
5. RateG roSi nal
Roll Rate Gyro Signal = ell +Ito (_" e12)
Pitch Rate Gyro Signal = el2 " _ +_Ioell
Yaw Rate Gyro Signal = e13 _
Theangles el2 and el3 are defined as structural response motions
of the manned body, since they would be zero in a rigid body. The angles
ell and _ aredefined as the rigid body response motions. Clearly, the two
types of motions interact, and the magnitude of el2 , for example, is
affected by the magnitude of ell and _.
A detailed derivation of the equations of motion has been included
in appendix B. The Lagrangian form of the equations of motion has been em-
ployed_ rather than the Newtonlan form, because of the advantages it offers
relative to the computation of cable influence coefficients.
As indicated earlier, the equations of motion are based on small-
perturbation approximations for both rotational and translational motions.
Cross-products of inertia effects have been included, but only small im-
balances may be considered without violating the small-angle approximations.
As in standard practice, the effects of cable flexibility have
been included in the equations of motion by the use of cable influence co-
efflcients_ or spring gradients. Appendix C summarizes the calculation of
influence coefficients for an arbitrarily located cable.
Theinfluence coefficients are obtained by computing the strain
energy stored in the flexible structure (cables) used to connect the manned
body to its counterweight. It is interesting to note that the spin rotation
displacement _ and orientation rotation displacement _ cannot affect the
strain energy stored in the cables. Thus there are no cable influence
coefficients associated with the angles _ and _.
Other potential energy storage mechanisms have been neglected.
These include, for example, gravity gradient forces.
Small angle approximations are introduced in the potential energy
calculation, and a linear elastic structure is assumed. The latter assump-
tion means, of course, that this model cannot be used to study the cable
slacking problem. A nonlinear model is developed in section VI specifically
for this purpose.
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3. Applicability of Simplifi"ptlons and Assumptions
The significant approximations stated above can be summarized as
follows:
• Small response motions take place.
Ii • No gravity gradient effects are present.
• Massless cables are employed.
I • No cable slacking occurs.
The small response motion approximation will be Justified after
_ the fact by analyzing the response amplitudes obtained from the linearizedmodel.
I The importance of gravity gradient forces has been analyzed inother documents*. To summarize, it was found that the gravity gradient
forces affected the vehicle dynamics only if the spin speed dropped near
orbital frequency. At this point, the tidal separation forces become the
same order of magnitude as the centrifugal force in the cable, and must
I therefore be considered in computing the vehicle's short period response.
While the gravity gradient has little effect on the vehicle's
dynamic characteristics at higher spin speeds, the presence of the result-
::|_ ing low level torque cannot be entirely neglected. The major portion of
I the vehicle's propellant will be consumed in combatting the cumulativeeffect of this t rque, which continually attempts o precess the vehicle's
spin vector. Gravity gradient propellant calculations have been included
"! in appendix G.
The document previously cited also considered the effect of cable
_ mass on vehicle dynamics. Cable inertia could resul_ in lateral cable
motions. These, in turl:, could conceivably have a significant effect on
i the attitude motions of the manned body because of transverse cable vibra-tions, or because of traveling wave distur ance propagation effects. It
was fotu,d, however, that in the cases of interest the cable natural fre-
! quency was well separated from the space station attitude resonance. Thus
the dynamic intelactlon of cable and attitude oscillations can be neglected.
l"
|" *J.L. Keller'and I.N. Hutchinson, "The Effect of Cable Dynamics and Gravity
Gradient Forces on a Flexibly Coupled Space Station." Sperry Engineering
" Memorandum, July 1963.
.!
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It was also f0un_ that cable motions would have a negligible effect on
I attitude dynamics even if the resonances were close together, as long as
the cable mass was very small relative to the vehicle mass, and some minimal
damping was present in the cable. (The effects of attitude motions on thec ble might be significant in this cas how ver.) In any even , cable
oscillations, or cable mass effects, can be neglected at the cable lengths
m-
of interest. They may assume importance in the 300-500 foot cable le_.gth
regime.
Cable slacking phenomena impose the most significant limitation3
on the linearJzed vehicle They definitely restrict the applicability of
I this model to the operational spinning mode, where the spin speed is fairlyhigh and cable extension fairly large. A numerical analysis of the cable
slacking problem is pre3ented in section IV.D.3.
!
_. Digital Computer Program DescriptiQn
The equations of motion for the linearized nine degree of freedom
model were programmed for a digital computer. The computer program was
divided into two subroutines. In the first subroutine, the generalized
cable influence coefficient equations developed in appendix C were applied
to each cable of the configuration in question. Composite influence cu-
efficients were then obtained by summing those for the individual ca ies.
In the second subroutine the equations of motion developed in
appendix B were solved to find the vehicle frequency response. Both the
magnitude and the phase angle of the vehicle response to a unit forcing
function were computed at a specified frequency. Eighty-one transfer
functions, corresponding to the nine response motions to each of the nine
possible forcing functlons, were obtained. The calculation was repeated
for a number of forcing frequencies.
The frequency response data were plotted and used to compile in-
formation concerning static sensitivities and resonant frequencies. The
peak response to transient disturbances was then estimated by constructing
simplified analytical models from the frequency response plots, and solving
for the response motions of these simpler models. These transient response
estimates were substantiated by analog computer simulations of selected
configurations.
Before proceeding to a detailed discussion of the attitude
•esponse characteristics of the vehicle, it should be mentioned that in
°.
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all ca_es considered herein, the resonance associated with translational
motions of the two end masses was much higher than the other significant
vehicle resonances. Accordingly, relative translational motions will be
small during the operational spinning mode, and may be safely neglected
for the remainder of the'dlscussion.
B. GENERAL DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
1. .Primary .Dynamic Effects
Motions of the flexibly coupled spinning space station are affected
by both the rigid body properties of the vehicle and the flexibility of the
structure used to connect the manned body to the counterweight. A brief
description of these phenomena will prove helpful in subsequent discussions.
Two rigid body effects are important: wobble of the spin vector,
and precession of the spin plane. In this discussion, wobble will include
all periodic spin vector motions while precession will be limited to
secular motions of th_ spin vector. Both of these effects are associated
with the gyroscopic properties of the station.
For a rigid vehicle, the frequency of the wobbling motions is
determined by the composite inertia distribution of the station, and is
given by
-£){£,"Z1
c._%: Z', .t2. "_'° (l)
where 13 is the spin, or yaw inertia, II is the roll inertia, 12 is the
pitch inertia, and_ o is the nominal spin speed. For the cases considered
here, the flexibility of the connecting structure has some effect on this
resonance, but equation (1) still gives a reasonable estimate of its value.
This wobble resonance is the lowest of the several vehicle resonances, and
therefore plays a dominant role in determining the gross dynamic character-
istics of the vehicle.
Spin plane precession is worthy of special discussion because of
the somewhat unusual form it takes in the coordinates defined in figures 5
and 6. The spin plane precession effect causes the angle_to exhibit an
undamped resonance at a forcing frequency equal to the spin speed. This
resonance can be interpreted as followss First, note from figure 6 that if
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a constant spin plane pointing error exists, the angle _ oscillates as the
|
manned body rises and falls relative to the (_,_) reference plane. Thus, i
if the pointing error were steadily increased, _ would appear to undergo a I
divergent oscillation. A space-fixed torque would be required to maintain )
!
such a steady precession, and this torque would also appear to oscillate at )
spin speed relative to th_ rotating body axes. That is, a divergent oscilla- ()tion of the angle _ is caused by application of a body referenced torque
which oscillates at spin speed. This divergence represents steady pre-
I
cession of the spin plane under the influence of a space-fixed torque.
The resonant phenomena associated with vehicle flexibility are
much more straightforward. They result from relative motions of the two
end masses on the spring provided by the connecting cables. Oscillations
in roll, pitch, yaw, and linear separation are all possible. These reso-
nances will be damped by energy diss$pated internally in the structure
itself, although the exact value of such damping is hard to predict.
2. Yaw Response Characteristics
The nine degree of freedom equations indicate that within the
linear approximation, the yaw axis of the spinning space station decouples
from the pitch and roll axes. Thus the yaw response can be analyzed inde-
pendently of the pitch and roll responses. The yaw frequency response ofl
the nominal vehicle is shown in figure 7. Figure 3 and table 8 define the
: nominal vehicle configuration parameters.
Two resonances appear in figure 7, both of which are due to
structural flexibility. The higher of the two is above the frequency range
of interest, and is•suppressed by the counterweight anti-resonance. This
leads to the conclusion that in the operational spinning mode, the higher
yaw resonance can be neglected.
The data of table 4 substantiate this conclusion. The yaw response
to a unit impulse has been tabulated. It is apparent that the high fre-
quency response can be neglected against the low frequency response.
TABLE 4
YAW RESPONSE TO UNIT IMPULSE FOR NOMINAL CONFIGURATION
(RESULTS IN I RAD/SEC INITIAL CONDITION jON _13 ). ..,L . m., II , I
el3 = 0.48 sin 2 t +0.015 sin 3.6t I
(e13-e23) = 0.66 sin2t -O.O8 sin 3.6t/
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FIGURE 7 YAW- FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF NOMINAL VEHICLE
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The table also indicates that the yaw angle el3 and the relative yaw angle
(e13-e2_)_are the same order of magnitude. This was generally found to be
the case.
In summary, the following conclusions may be stated: :
• The yaw axis decouples from the pitch and roll axes.
• The higher of the two yaw resonances may be neglected in approxi-
mate calculations.
• Relative yaw motions of the manned body and the counterweight will
be the same order of magnitude as the manned body motions.
3. Pitch Response Characteristics (Structural)
The structural pitch response of the nominal vehicle, el2, is
shown in figure 8. It is quite similar to the yaw response, except for
the resonant/antl-resonant pair at the roll resonance. Neglecting this
region for the moment, it is clear from figure 8, and consideration of the
vehicle geometry, that the structural pitch and yaw characteristics will be
qualitatively the same. Thus the conclusions drawn from analysis of the
yaw axis also apply to the pitch axis. That is, the pitch fundamental
will dominate the structural response, and relative pitching motions will
be the same order of magnitude as the manned body motions.
Figure 8 indicates that a resonance exists at the roll resonance
which is nearly cancelled by an antl-resonance. It should be mentioned
that similar pairs must exist at the other roll resonance, and at spin
speed, since the pitch and roll axes are gyroscopically cross-coupled.
They do not appear in figure 8 because the cancellation is so nearly com-
plete that the digital computer calculations, performed at a number of
discrete, finely spaced frequencies, did not include a point near enough to
the resonance to sense its presence. If plo{ted, they would appear as
vertical lines exactly at the resonant frequencies.
The importance of such factors is best illustrated by an example.
Neglecting the counterweight antl-resonance and the pitch structural
harmonic, the response of the system illustrated by figure 8 to a torque
impulse is:
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FIGURE 8 STRUCTURAL: PITCH FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF NOMINAL VEHICLE
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where
Ko = static gain = 1.4(10-6) rad/ft-lb
Pl = pitch resonance = 2.7 rad/sec
= roll resonant frequency = 0._6 rad/sec
r2
Z = antl-resonant frequency =_o + A,u
TAt = magnitude of impulse = I ft Ib sec
For the case at hand, _r2 and Z are well belOW_l , and the expression re-
duces to
-6
;._(to
From figure 8, a conservative estimate of the magnitude of _ is 0.01 fad/
sec. In this case, the resonant/antl-resonant pair results in an oscilla-
tion whose magnitude is less than 0.8 percent of the structural oscillation
itself. The resonance/anti-resonance pairs at the other natural frequencies
are, as mentioned earlier, even closer together and thus would have an even
smaller effect. It would appear, then, that all cross-coupllng can be
neglected in computing the structural pitch response to a pitch torque
input.
The inertial pitch response, (e12-_), is also of interest, and
is shown in figure 9. The high frequency part of the plot is essentially
the same as that of figure 8. This implies that spin plane motions, as
measured by the angle,W, will be small in this region. A more interesting
phenomenon appears in the low frequency region. Here, the spin plane
precession resonance appears, as would be expected, but there is also an
antl-resonance at the roll natural frequency. As a result, the spin plane
response (oscillation at spin speed of 0.4 rad/sec) is again found to be
small relative to the structural response (oscillation at pitch resonance
of 2.7 rad/sec). Table 5 illustrates the situation.
TABLE 5
APPROXIMATE PITCH RESPONSE TO A UNIT IMPULSE
(RESULTS IN air = I RAD/SEC AT T = O)
e12 = 0.37 sin 2.7t
| el2- = 0.37 sin 2.7t -0.035 in. 4t
................ ii u
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FIGURE 9 INERTIAL PITCH FREQUENCYRESPONSEOF NOMINAL VEHICLE
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It would therefore appear that in evaluating the vehicle's
pltchresponse, the f_llowing simplifications are in order:
• Spin plane motions can be neglected in approximate calculations.
• The higher of the two structural resonances may be neglected in
approximate calculations.
• Relative pitching motions of the manned body and the counterweight
will be the same order of magnitude as the manned body motions.
4. Roll Response Characteristics
The roll axis frequency response of the nominal vehicle is shown
in figure lO. Perhaps its most striking characteristic is the high static
sensitivity. It appears that the vehicle is much softer in roll than
either pitch or yaw by a large margin. Thus, the key control problem dur-
ing operational spinning operation is to keep the rolling motions of the
vehicle within reasonable bounds. Having accomplished this objective, con-
trol of the remaining axes is straightforward.
In addition to the much larger static sensitivity, the roll axis
differs from the pitch and yaw axes in that a significant amo_mt of cross-
coupling exists between structural dynamics and rigid body dynamics. This
characteristic ispeculiar to the vehicle considered herein, and does not
appear to be an inherent characteristic of the broad class of cable coupled
space stations. Other configurations analyzed in related studies exhibited
little or no rigid body/structural cross-coupling on the roll axis.
Figure lO shows two roll resonances. One appears at a frequency
of 0.27 rad/sec, and the other appears at a frequency of 0.46 rad/sec.
These represent the shifted values of the uncoupled roll structural
resonance (0.396 rad/sec) which is computed as if the vehicle were not
spinning, and the uncoupled wobble resonance (.32 rad/sec) which is com-
puted as if the vehicle were rigid. The interaction between the structural
dynamics and the rigid body dynamics is large enough in the nominal case to
!
cause this shift. I
lFigures ll and 12 provide some understanding of this behavior.
In figure ii, the two roll resonances (_rl,_ r2) have been plotted as a [
function of the uncoupled roll structural resonance Wro. All frequencies
have been normalized by dividing by the rigid body wobble resonances;o
given in equation (1). If the uncoupled structural resonance is very low
4-i0
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FIGURE IO ROLL"FREOUENCY RESPONSEOF NOMINAL VEHICLE
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FIGURE 12 ,_[AK ROLL RESPONSE TO UNIT ROLL IMPULSE
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(weak roll spring), the two roll resonances appear at the wobble frequencies
of the individual bodies. (The wobble frequency of the booster is zero,
since this vehicle is symmetric.) If the uncoupled structural resonance is
very high (stiff roll spring), the two roll resonances shift to the rigid
body wobble frequency and the uncoupled strurtural resonant frequency. In
this case the structural and rigid body dynamies no longer interact. Rigid
body phenomena will then dominate the respons_ since the wobble frequency
is the lower of the two resonances. If the uncoupled structural resonance
lies betweenthese limiting values, the coupled resonances are as shown
in the figure.
It appears from figure ii that the uncoupling is fairly complete
at frequency ratios such that the uncoupled structural resonance is about
2-3 times the rigid body wobble resonance. Figure 12 substantiates.this
conclusion. The peak response of the manned body to a unit impulse
(ell = 1 rad/sec) has been shown. Neglecting the spin plane motion, which
will be small, the oscillation will be of the form
•where _#rl and_dr2 are the resonant frequencies shown in figure ii. The
peak response is thus
(e,,),,,,,,,. +8
The values of ellWO, Awo, and B_o are shown in figure 12 as a function
of the uncoupled structural resonance. Again, it has been found expedient
to introduce the rigid body wobble frequency,_o, as a normalizing factor.
Three important conclusions may be drawn from figure 12:
• The peak transient response is relatively insensitive to changes
in the uncoupled structJral resonance (roll spring stiffness).
This is due to the fact that the roll inertia of the booster
comprises only 25 percent of the total roll inertia.
• At low values of the roll structural resonance, say for
_ro _ 0.8_o, the manned body responds essentially independently
of the counterweight. That is, the transient oscillation is
largely at the wobble resonance of the manned body alone, and the
oscillation at the structural resonance is small.
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• At high values of the roll structural resonance, say for
_dro_ 2.5_uo, the manned body responds as if the vehicle were
rigid. That is, the transient oscillation is largely at the
rigid body wobble resonance, and the oscillation at the struc-
tural resonance is small.
In the intermediate range, of course, the structural oscillation comprises
a significant part of the total respons of the manned body. It should be
emphasized, however, that the peak total response is nearly independent of
the uncoupled structural resonance.
One further comment appears in order: figures Ii and 12 apply to
a vehicle having the roll inertia distribution of the nominal vehicle. If
the inertia ratio 121/111 is decreased, for example, the wobble resonance
of the composite station approaches that of the manned body. In this case_
_he curves of figure ii would approach their asymptotes more closely, and
the central range where structural effects assume significance would then
become smaller. The converse is also true.
In the configurations of interest here, the ratio of the uncoupled
roll structural resonance to the rigid body wobble resonance was such as to
result in operation in the central portion of figure ii. The relatively
broad range of frequency ratios for all configurations led to a practical
difficulty: it was desirable to have a simple approximate model for use
in preliminary actuator sizing calculations, but no single simple model was
accurate for all configurations. For some, a rigid vehicle model would
have provided sufficient accuracy. For others, structural effects would
have to be included and this tended to complicate the calculations. Be-
cause of these _ifficultles, the analog computer was used to make the final
control &ystJm #arameter selection.
The conclusions to be drawn from the roll axis analysis are as
follows:
• The roll axis is, by far, the softest of the three axes.
• The roll structural dynamics do, in some instances, have a sig-
nificant effect on the vehicle response. Such situations can
arise in cases of practical interest.
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5. 21tch/Roll Cross-Coupllng Characteristics
_i ],. ul, . ........... . . J.
The cross-coupllng between the pitch and roll axes due to
gyroscopic effects, is illustrated by figures 13 and 14. As noted on the
figures, the dynamic characteristics of both axes affect the cross-coupled
responses. At very low frequencies (_ 0.I rad/sec), both responses
exhibit the forms normal for gyroscopically cross-coupled systems. At
higher frequencies, the pitch and roll resonances dominate the response.
Table 6 shows the effects of cross-coupllng on the vehlcle motion.
TABLE 6
APPROXIMATE RESPONSE TO UNIT PITCH AND ROLL IMPULSES
(RESULTS IN 1 RAD/SEC INITIAL VELOCITIES IN PITCH AND ROLL RESPECTIVELY)
, , , ],, m,l, , il " ' " 1
Response to pitch impudse
el2 = 0.37 sin 2.7t
ell = 0.013 [cos 0.27t - cos 2.7t]
Response to roll impulse
el2 = 0.012 [cos 0.46t - cos 2.7t]
ell = 1.3 sin 0.27t + 1.4 sin O.46t
Table 6 shows only approximate response motions. In general_
there is an oscillation at each resonant frequency (two pitch, two roll,
and one spin plane resonances) in both the pitch and roll motions. The
smaller of these (i0 percent of those in table 6) have been neglected. It
should also be mentioned that the actual torque levels associated with the
unit pitch and roll impulses are quite different. Roughly 106 ft-lb-sec
is required to establish the initial condition el2 = 1 rad/sec, while about
10 5 ft-lb-sec makes ell = 1 rad/sec. In any event, table 6 leads to the
conclusion that the cross-coupled response is small relative to the motion
of the excited axis.
C. RE6PONSE OF NOMINAL VEHICLF
i. Summary of Dynaml _ Characteristics
The preceding discussion led to several conclusions. The most
important of these are as follows:
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! • The roll axis is the softest of the three axes.
|
• The greatest coupling between rigid body phenomena and structural
phenomena occurs on the roll axis. It can be important.
• The cross-coupling between the pitch, yaw, and roll axes is small.
It should be mentioned, however, that the rate gyro _ignals will
be cross-coupled quite significantly. As indicated in table 3, the rate
gyros do not measure all or el2' since they also sense components of spin
speed as the vehicle rotates out of the spin plane. For example, table 3
shows that even if there was no pitching motion (el2 = _= 0), the pitch
rate gyro output would be ell_lo,which would still be the same order of
magnitude as the roll rate gyro output all.
2. Response to Typical Disturbance Inputs
The magnitude of the uncontrolled vehicle's response to typical
disturbance torques is of some interest. Table 7 shows the vehicle response
to equivalent static disturbance torques which represent a three man im-
balance at the extremity of the vehicle. The relation between this physical
cross-product of inertia disturbance and the equivalent static torque is
established in appendix B, equation (B-27). The three torque components
have been applied one at a time to allow easier interpretation of the re-
sults. In practice, all components would be applied simultaneously.
Table 7 also assumes instantaneous application of the torques. In practice,
the total imbalance would build up slowly so that somewhat smaller transient
motions than indicated in the table can be expected.
The results shown in table 7 are as would be expected from the
preceding discussion. The roll axis is certainly the most critical of the
three axes, even though it experiences the smallest disturbance torque.
In general, the correlation between peak response motions predicted by
rigid body theory and those predicted by the more exact flexible body
theory is good, but the dominant frequencies differ. The structural pitch
_nd yaw motions are, of course, not predicted by the rigid body theory.
It should also be mentioned that the magnitude of these response
motions appear to be compatible with the linearizing approximations intro-
duced earlier. Other configurations exhibited larger response motions, but
in general, the various angular deflections were always less than lO degrees
or l_ degrees.
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i D. PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS
' i. Changes in Cable Configuration
The preceding paragraphs have established the general character-
istics of the nominal vehicle. The next step is to investigate the effects
of changes in vehicle parameters. Accordingly_ a parametric analysis of
these variables is presented in the following paragraphs.
The alternate cable configurations shown in figure 4 will be com-
pared on an equal weight basis. Individual cables in the eight cable con-
flguration_ for example_ will have one-eighth the cross-sectlonal area of
the cable used in the single cable configuration. Table 8 lists the cable
parameters employed in the analysis.
TABLE 8
CABLE PARAMETERS FOR OPERATION AT
0.4 B/SEC AND I00 FT.
Elasticity 2.1 (109 ) ibs/ft 2
Total Area 1.05 (10 -3 ) sq. ft.
Breaking Load ..6000 ibs.
The cable breaking load is twice the actual load carried by t_e
cables when operating at 0.4 r/sec and i00 ft. The cable data were obtained
from ANC-5, "Strength of Metal Aircraft Elements."
Changes in the cable configuration have their largest effect on
the yaw and pitch axes of the vehicle. The peak yaw response to a unit
impulse has been tabulated in table 9 for the several cable configurations
in question.
TABLE 9
PEAK YAW RESPONSE TO UNIT IMPULSE FOR _ = 0.4 RAD/SEC
AND_u = iO0 ft.
(RESULTS IN el_ = 1 RAD/SEC AT T = O)
Cable CorLfiguration (el3) max , tad. ..... (el3-e23) ,ax, rad.
Single Cable i.i 1.2
Three Cables O. _O O. 83
Four Parallel Cables O.69 O.39
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TABLE 9 (Cont )
PEAK YAW RESPONSE TO UNIT IMPULSE FOR _ = 0.4 RAD/SEC
AND _u = i00 ft.
(RESULTS IN $13 = 1 RAD/SEC AT T = 0)
Cable Configuration (el3) max, tad. (e13-e23) max_ tad.
t
Four Parallel plus
Four Diagonal Cables 0.52 0.77
Eight Crossed Cables 0.49 0.74
It is clear that the single cable configuration is considerably
softer in yaw than the other_ and that the four cable configuration is
slightly softer than the three or eight cable configuration. It should be
mentloned_ however_ that all configurations are stiff enough to be con-
trollable. Further, all have resonant fro" _encles which are well separated
from the critical roll axis resonant frequencies. Table i0 lists the yaw
resonant frequencies of each conflguration.
TABLE I0
YAW RESONANT FREQUENCIES FOR _ = 0.4 RAD/SEC AND _ = i00 ft.
Cable Configuration _ Yl tad/see _ Y2 rad/sec
""Single Cable ........ 0.92 ..... 1.8
Three Cables i. 5 2.3
Four Parallel Cables 1.3 3.3
Four Parallel plus
Four Diagonal Cables 2.0 3.6
Eight Crossed Cables 2.9 3.6
In view of the similarity between the pitch and yaw axes of the
vehicle_ the same conclusions developed above also apply to the pitch
response.
Interestingly enough_ the roll response of the vehicle is rela-
tively insensitive to changes in the cable configuration. This is oD,ly
true_ however_ for cases of the type considered here. The manned body is
nonsymmetric and, therefore_ exhibits gyroscopic stability_ while the
booster is symmetric and has no inherent stability.
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The peak roll response to a unit impulse is shown in table ii.
As would be expected from the discussion centered around figures II and 12,
the differences in manned body response are small. There is considerable
difference, of course, in the booster response motions.
TABLE II
PEAK ROLL RESPONSE TO UNIT IMPULSE FOR
"_-o = 0.4 RAD/SEC AND _u = i00 ft.
•,
Cable Configuration (ell) max, rad (ell-e21) max, rad
Single Cable 3.2 3.2
Three Cables 3.2 3.2
Four Parallel Cables 2.6 5.5
Four Parallel plus
Four Diagonal Cables 3.3 7.4
Eight Crossed Cables 2.6 5.3
• ,. ,. .....
Table 12 shows the resonant frequencies associated with the roll
axis. The uncoupled structural resonance aJro (computed neglecting gyro-
scopic stabilization effects), the ratio of this frequency to the rigid
I body wobble resonance Z4o, and the values of the coupled roll resonances
are tabulated.
TABLE 12
ROLL RESONANT FREQUENCIES
_A_ro rl I r2
Cable _ro/n o
Configuration (rad/sec) (rad/sec)I(rad/sec) Comments
. ,,u __
Single Cable 0 0 0 0.314 Booster uncoupled in roll
Three Cables O 0 0 0.314 Booster uncoupled in roll
Four Cables 0.385 1.2 0.265 0.452
Four Parallel
plus Four
Diagonal Cables 0,042 0.14 0.042 0.314 Booster uncoupled in roll
Eight Crossed
Cables !0.396 1.3 O.268 0.459
.,, ,, ,, .., ,.
Summarizing, the data of tables 9 through 12 lead to the follow-
ing conclusions:
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• The single cable and four cable configurations are not as stiff
in yaw or pitch as the others.
@ The eight cable configuration which consists of four parallel
[ plus four diagonal cables gives negligible torsional rigidity.
It offers no significant advantages relative to the three cable
I configuration, for example.
• The (nominal) eight crossed cable configuration offers a slight
advantage relative to the three cable configuration in that thepeak response to a roll impulse is slightly lower. The peak
response to an imbalance disturbance would be the same for [_th
I configurations, however.
Accordingly, it would appear that the eight crossed cable con-
I figuration was somewhat better than the others. However, the differences
are not large, and all configurations are controllable. Thus the cable
I configuration selection can largely be based on extension/retraction
' mechanism implementation problems, and on reliability and fail-safe con-
siderations. Such factors are beyond the scope of this report.
I 2. Changes in Inertia Distribution
,ii H i u
h The inertia difference (13-12) plays an important role in de-termlning the response of the vehicle to, say, an imbalance disturbance.
The effect of changes in inertia distribution can be estimated from rigid
t' body theory, which states that
i (ell)ma x • ,(t3 2T Z2)-radlans (6)
r .
_ where T, the equivalen t static disturbance torque, is given by
' T = mab/to2 (7)
and (ab) is the product of the distances along the pitch and yaw _xes from
the mass center to the dynamic imbalance m. This approximation is valid,
however, only for cases similar to those at hand, where the laboratory is
nonsymmetric and the booster is symmetric. It also, of course, must be
used only when small angle approximations are applicable.
_-19
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3. Changes in Separation and Spin Speed
Changes in separation have some effect on the vehicle dynamics.
Table 13 shows the yaw and roll resonant frequencies and static sensitivi-
ties for three values of separation. (The p_ak response to a step dis-
turbance torque is proportional to the static sensitivity.) It appears
from these results that the vehicle structural stiffness increases slightly
with decreasing separation.
TABLE 13
EFFECT OF CABLE LENGTH ON DYNAMICS OF THE NOMINAL VEHICLE I
i
,- • ,, ,
_ Yaw Axis_:_amics .... ROIiAxisDynamics
Resonant Resonant
Frequencies Frequencies
Static (rad/sec) Static (rad/sec)
Cable Length Sensitivity _ _ Sensitivity
(ft) (rad/ft-lb) Yl Y2 (rad/ft-!b) _jrl aJr2
,,,,, ..........
5o 7._ (io-7) 2.6 5.6 7.58(lo-5) 0.31 1.1
I00 (nominal) 1.40 (10"6) 2.0 3.6 7.58 (10"5) 0.27 0.46
150 1.81 (lO"6) 1.8 3.1 7.58 (10-5) 0.19 0.38
, , ,
The effect of spin speed changes is illustrated by table lit.The
yaw and 1"ollaxis dynamic parameters are tabulated for three values of spin
speed. As would be expected_ the rigidity c£ the vehicle increases as the
spir speed increases, although the increase is not proportional.
TABLE 14
EFFECT OF SPIN SPEED CHANGES ON DYNAMICS OF THE NOMINAL VEHICLE
,i ,, i, i ,,,
Yaw Axis Dynamics Roll Axls'"_namics"
' ..... nant'"Resonant Reso
Spin Static Frequencies Static Frequencies
Speed Sensitivity ,(rad/sec) Sensitivity (rad/sec)
(raCJsec) (rad/ft-lb) .&_.Yl_Y2 (rad/ft-lb) _ rl A)r2
0.2 1.68 (I0-_) 1.8 3.3 ! 3.0% (i0-_) O'A_ 0.40
0.% (nominal) 1.40 (10-6) 2.C 3.6 7.58 (10-5) 0.27 0.46
0.6 1.11 (10-6) 2.2 %.1 3.70 (iO"5) 0.32 0.58
,,,, ,,, ,,, ............
11.-20
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The above data on spin speed and separation effects apply only to
the nominal eight crossed cable conflguraticn. This configuration is some-
what less sensitive to changes in spin speed and separation than the three
or four cable configurations.
The angular rotation at which cable slacking occurs is also a
function of spin speed and separation. Table 15 lists the relative roll
angles (ell-e21) which cause the cables to go slack in the nominal, eight
cable configuration.
TABLE 15
CABLE SLACKING LIMITS ON (ell-e21) FOR RELATIVE
ROLL DEFLECTIONS
' Cable
_Length 50 ft i00 ft 150 ft
Spln-
Speed ,, _ _ .........
0.2 r/sec 1.6 ° 5.1 ° 16 °
0.4 r/sec 4.7 ° 19 ° Large
0.6 r/sec 19 ° Large Large
Recall that typxual roll deflectlons wer,_ on the order of i degree
for the nominal vehicle. They were less than 15 degrees in all :-ases con-
sidered in the study. Thus, it does not appear that rolling motions large
enough to slack the cables will occur during the spinning mode of operation.
The yaw slacking llmlts are shown in" table 16. In a yawing motion,
any of the cables can go slack. Referring to figure 3, which shows a spin
plane projection of the nominal cable configuration, either, the cables
which cross the center line can go slack, or the cables whose projection
on the spin plane runs parallel to the vehicle centerline can go slacY_.
The first number in each column of table 16 is the _lacklng limit for the
cables whose projection are parallel to the vehicle centerllne. The second
number is the crossing cable slacking llmlt. Different relative motions of
the manned body and the countezweight are required to slack the crossing
and parallel cables. The data in table 16 are based on a fundamental mode I
yaw oscillation, in which case e23 must be in a specific zatio to el3. In 1
this regard, recall from section IV.B.2 that the fundamental mode response I
dominated the yaw axis. Again, it appears that the spinning mode response 1
motions will not be large enough to slack the cables.
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TABLE 16
CABLE SLACKING LIMITS ON e]3 FOR FUNDAMENTAL
MODE YAW OSCILLATION
"""Cable ............
ength 50 ft iOO ft 150 ft
0.2 rad/sec - - 0.42 ° i.iO - -
0.4 rad/sec 0.76 ° 2.1 ° 1.8 ° 3.2 ° 5.3 ° 5.0 °
0.6 rad/sec - - 7.6 ° 12 ° - -
J
At very low spin speeds and small extensions, the cable slacking
llmlts drop low enough that almost any disturbance w111 slack the cable.
For example, at a spin speed of 0.04 rad/sec and extension of i0 ft., the
slacking limit for the parallel cables is about 0.0012 degree. In this
case the linearlzed model breaks d_wn, and alternate models must be
devised.
The preceding discussion has established the gross characteristics
of the flexible spinning space station. It was discovered that the flexlble 1
vehicle would be similar to the rigid vehicle, but that important differ-
ences might exist In some cases. It was also established that the lineariz-
ing approximations used in the dynamics analysis were valid for the opera-
tional spinnlng mode, but became questionable for the transistlon mode. '_,
The foliowlng section of this report discusses the synthesis of a control
system for use in the operational splnnlng mode. A llnearlzed vehlcle
model which lncludes structural flexlblllty effects serves as the basls for
this discussion. Section VI deals wlth the transition problem in some 1
detail. The model used in that discussion reflects the appropriate non-
linear phenomena.
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Section V
I
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL IN THE
OPERATIONAL SPINNING MODE {
l
A. INTRODUCTION I
As discussed in section III, the control functions specified in
table 2 can logically be assigned to the following subsystems:
• Rate stabilization subsystem
• Dynamic balancing subsystem
• Spin plane orientation subsystem
• Artificial gravity control subsystem
The objective of the control system study was to determine the feasibility
of providinz such functions, and to establish suitable values for all
critical subsystem parameters. The controi functions of section III were
first translated into the control concepts noted in table 17. The per-
formance of each subsystem was then evaluated for the nominal vehicle.
Finally, the effect of changes in the station's inertia ratio, spin speed,
and separation were investigated in order to determine the effect on the
nominal control system.
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TABLE 17
CONTROL CONCEPTS
Control Function Control Requirements Control Concept
Rate Stabilization a. Damp roll resonance 1. Linear Control.
to 10% of critical. Sensor-Body rate gyro.
Actuator-control :
moment gyro for
b. Damp structural roll and pltch_
resonances to l_ of inertia wheel for ,
critical, yaw.
2. 0n-off Control.
Same system as linear
except uses on-off
torquers or reaction
Jets.
3. Hybrid Control.
Combination of linear
and on-off elements.
Dynamic Balance Align the manned body's 1. Torque balance steady
geometric axis with the state imbalances or
spin axis. 2. Transfer mass to balance
steady state imbalances
Spin Plane Align spin vector to Apply space-referenced
Orientation within 0.5 ° of sun -precession torques thru
line. logical control of pitch
reaction Jets.
Spin Speed Maintain artificial Fire spin Jets when gravity
Control gravity to within 2% error exceeds 2_ of I
of selected reference, reference thru use of body
accelerometer.
Note: All control assumed within the manned body.
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Table 18 presents a summary of the vehicle configurations eval-
uated in the study. For purposes of facilitating the following discussion,
each vehicle configuration is identified by a roman numeral as indicated
in the table.
TABLE 18
STATION CONFIGURATIONS
i
....... ..... t
Station Inertia Ratio Spin Speed Cable Length Cable
Identification Rad/Sec feet Configuration
.....__ • .. . ......,
I (Nominal 0.O107 0.4 iOO 8 crossed
II 0.0048 0.4 iOO 8 crossed(Inertia Ratio)
fII 0.0027 0.4 i00 8 crossed
IV (Spin Speed) O.0107 0.2 i00 8 crossed
V O.O107 0.6 I00 8 crossed
VI (Separation) 0.00585 0.4 150 8 crossed
The stabilization and control studies utilized seven degree of
freedom linear equations of motion to represent the vehicle's dynamics.
The nine degree of freedom model discussed in appendix B was reduced to a
seven degree of freedom model by assuming constant spin speed and separation.
Examination of these equations of motion show that the station'_
yaw (spin) axis is uncoupled from the other two axes. This allows the
control problem to be divided into two areas: a two degree of freedom
vehicle for spin axis stabilization and control and a five degree of
freedom vehicle for roll and pitch axis control. Analysis of the two
degree of freedom model is relatively straight-forward and can be handled
by suitable analytical techniques. Analysis of the five degree of freedom
model is more complex and control system evaluation was accomplished
through the use of an analog computer.
To evaluate the controlled vehicle's response, estimates of manned
body disturbances were made. In the spinning mode two sources of disturb-
ance inputs were considered; steady torques resulting from crew motion
within the manned body, and impulsive torques produced by spin or orienta-
tion reaction Jet misallgnment.
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The estimated disturbance levels are presented in table 19 by
vehicle configuration. The jet disturbances, based on lO0-pound thrust
jets, are listed as steady torques in the table. The disturbance totals,
the sum of the two steady torques, were used in the study to evaluate and
size the rate stabilization system. This was done to eliminate the Jet
on-tlme variable and results in a conservative design. Only the steady
torqaes (dynamic imbalance) due to crew motion were considered when evalua-
ting the dynamic balancing subsystem.
TABLE 19
ESTIMATED DI STUBBANCES
Manned Body Vehicle Configuration
. ,. ,.,, , J , .H,
I
Di sturbanc e (Nominal ) II III IV V V I
Roll-Crew Motion 104 104 104 26 234 104
Jet MisalJ gnment 37 37 37 37 37 37
TOTAL 141 141 141 63 271 141
Pitch-Crew Motion 813 813 813 203 1830 ll80
Jet Misalignment 20 20 20 20 20 20
TOTAL 633 833 833 223 1850 1200
Yaw-Crew Motion 813 813 813 203 1830 i180
Spin Jet 332 332 332 332 332 359
TOTAL 1145 1145 1145 535 2162 1539 ,
Note: All disturbances are in foot-pounds.
The following discussion, presented on a control subsystem
(function) basis, establishes the nominal control configuration and demon-
strates its performance. In addition, parametric analyses of the rate
stabilization subsystem are presented showing the effect which changes in
the damping specification and the vehicle configuration have on the nominal
system.
B. RATE STABILIZATION SUBSYSTEM
. Actuator Considerations
ii : ...,, mILJ
The rate stabilization control concepts, presented in table 17,
suggest several alternate methods for applying control torques. The
actuating or torquing devices considered in this study were the following:
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• Two-degree-of-freedom control moment gyro
• Single-degree-of=freedom control moment gyros
• Inertia wheels
• Reaction jets
Appendix D contains a trade-off analysis which concludes that the
two degree of freedom control moment gyro has characteristics that are
generally more favorable than the other actuators for roll and pitch
torquing.
Two slngle-degree-of-freedom gyros also could provide the roll
,rod pitch damping torques. However, they would have a combined s_gular
momentum equal to twice that of the two-degree-of-freedom gyro. The two-
degree-of-freedom gyro therefore has both a weight and power advantage.
This conclusion is predicated on a requirement for pitch structural damping.
In the event that pitch structural damping is not required, the two-degree-
of=freedom gyro could be replaced by one single-degree-of-freedom gyro of
equal angular momentum. However, no pitch control torques would then be
available for the non-spinnlng mode.
Inertia wheels were not selected because, as shown in the
appendix D, the peak torquer power required for the inertia wheel system is
J three orders of magnitude higher than that required for the control moment
_ gyro. The servo size (14 hp) required with inertia wheels appears
impractical. The reason for the power discrepancy becomes apparent when
it is considered that the inertia wheel must be torqued at wheel speed,
while the gyro will be torqued at glmbal precession rates, which are very
low in comparison with the inertia wheel rotational speeds.
The jet system appears more competitive with the control moment
gyro. H_re the comparison must be on a weight basis. The jet system
weight is predomlnately propellant, and the amount of propellant required
for damping is a function of disturbance frequency, disturbance amplitude,
and mission llfe. Analog computer results indicate that the gyro enjoys a
_ight advantage if more than thirty peak disturbances are to be damped.
In this study it has been assumed that long missions are of interest and
that the number of disturbances will exceed thirty. It should also be
noted that efficient dynamic torque balancing cannot be provided by Jets.
The manned capsule yaw axis, being essentially parallel with the
space station spin axis, did not have the same actuator problems as the
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pitch and roll axes. Therefore the relative advantages of one torquing
device over the other _ms not as clear cut as for the pitch and roll axes.
For purposes of this study, an inertia wheelhas been selected as the yaw
axis actuator. Other actuating devices, in particular certain combinations
of control moment gyros, may prove more desirable. Selection of the optimum
actuator configuration requires detailed analysis of the nonsplnnin_ mode
control problem, which is beyond the scope of this report.
2. Nominal Rate Stabilization SubsTste _
a. Description
The foregoing discussion concluded that a two-degree-of-freedom
control moment gyro should be employed to provide the damping torque for
the roll and pitch axes and an inertia wheel to damp the yaw axls. The
remaining alternatives presented in table 17 consisted of using on-off
vs proportional torquing cf the gyro and inertia wheel. Linear torquing
has been selected for the control moment gyro since the control electronics
are relatively simple for the low torquer power required (approximately
30 watts), and since dynamic torque balancing requires a linear torquing
capability. The inertia _leel is controlled in anon-off fashion in order
to eliminate the complexity associated with providing a servo amplifier
having a peak power of approximately 360 watts.
A functional block diagram of the rate stabilization (wobble damping)
system is presented in figure 15.
The body mounted rate gyros sense the inertial angular velocities
induced by disturbances on the vehicle, and the torquers apply opposing
proportional torques. The reaction torque from the torquers is absorbed
by the control moment gyro. As described below, gyro damping and centering
(i.e., unloading) is provided by the torquer back EMF.
The control moment gyro equations of motion, presented in appendix D, i
indicate that the gyro will act as an undamped oscillator in response to
control torque inputs. Therefore, compensation is required to provide I
some gyro damping. As indicated on the block diagram, the back EMF !
characteristics of the torque motors will supply the required gyro damping.
In this case the actual torques on the gyro are related to the commanded i
1
torques by:
TI = TIC - _T
. iS)
To=Toe-% #T
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where TIC and TOC are the commanded torques on the inner and outer gimbals, _
o( T and_T are the inner and outer glmbal angles, and K_ represents the
slope of the torque motor torque-speed curve.
Since the _pace station is spinning and the gyro is viscously
• _ :"coupled to the station by the damping torques, _ T and T' the gyro
-will precess into alignment with the space station spin axis in the absence
of input signals. This unloads the gyro and assures that full gyro capa-
bility will be available to damp subsequent transients. The angular
momentum due to the initial disturbance is transferred back into the space
station. The rate of transfer is slow enough so that the induced wobble
rates are insignificant. However, a small station orientation error will
result.
An estimate of the magnitude of this error is obtained by noting
that the maximum angular momentum that can be absorbed by the gyro is
equal to the rotor angular momentum, H. Since the vehicle angular momentum i
!
is 13_o, a rotation of the vehicle spin plane through an angle !
is required to transfer all the absorbed angular momentum back into the
vehicle. For the nominal vehicle this amounts to an error of 0.005 degree. !
Returning to consideration of figure 15, the need for shaping the i
rate gyro signals with blgh pass filters (wipeout networks) is as follows:
• The yaw wipeout eliminates the steady state spin speed signal.
The yaw damper then operates only on the transient signals due
structural motions.
• The pitch wlpeout reduces the component of spin speed sensed by
the pitch rate gyro when the vehicle rolls. If this low frequency
component were not attenuated by the pitch axis wlpeout, it would
saturate the pitch torquer and little structural damping would
be obtained.
• The roll wipeout has been included to eliminate the effect of
rate gyro mlsallgnment. Its frequency characteristics were
selected to make it ineffective at the vehicle roll resonance.
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i b. PerformanceThe preceding paragraphs established a nominal rate stabilization
control subsystem. The following discussion establishes suitable control
parameters for this subsystem and demonstrates its performance. The per-
formance evaluation was accomplished by employing an analog computer. The
I vehicle was simulated using a seven degree of freedom model. The control
system of figure 15 was simulated using the rate gyro equations shown in
table 3 and the control moment gyro equations contained in appendix D.
I The roll and pitch rate stabilization parameters considered in
the analog computer were:
I • Rate gain
• Wipeout time constant
• Control moment gyro angular momen_ur_
• Control moment gyro gimbal damping
• Maximum control torque
I The roll wlpeout break frequency was set at one-quarter of the
dominant roll resonant frequency, and the pitch wipeout break frequency
I was set at one-quarter of the pitch structural resonance. Values for thecontrol moment gyro angular momentum and gimbal damping gain were set at
reasonable calculated values for computer simulation and then kept constant.
f The rate gains were then varied to detgrmine the effect on vehicle response,
gyro respcnse and maximum control torques.
f The roll rate gain was varied until the vehicle roll response
satisfied the specified damping requirement cf lO percent of critical.
I" The gyro gimbal angles were noted and the pitch rate gain adjusted untilthe inner and outer gimbal angles were equal. In essence, the gyro was
sized to handle the peak roll transient, and the pitch structural damping
I was then maximized consistent with the gyro cap,lcity. It should be noted
that this rate stabilization system is designed to damp the body axis rates
_i to zero and does not attempt to eliminate th( coning angle resulting from
steady disturbance torques. For this reason, the peak control torques
can be cousiderably smaller than the disturbance torques. Elimination ofthe coming angle requires a larger gyro_and control torques equal to the
steady disturbance torques. It is discussed in the section on dynamic
I balancing (section V paragraph c). The control parameters which resulted,
I
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frepresentative of the nominal system_ are presented i table 20. In thls
table_ the gyro angular momentum has been scaled to give peak gimbal angles
of one radlan. The yaw damper gain was selected to give a yaw structural
damping ratio of 1 percent of critical. The performance of thls system
is summarized in table 21.
TABLE 20
NOMINAL RATE STABILIZATION SYSTEM PARAMETERS
Parameter Value
Roll rate gain 8000 Ft-lb/Rad/Sec
Pitch rate gain 5000 Ft-lb/Rad/Sec i
Yaw rate gain 7000 Ft-lb/Rad/Sec
Roll wlpeout time constant 13 Sec
Pitch wipeout time constant 1.5 Sec
Yaw wipeout time constant 2 Sec
Slug_Ft 2Gyro angular momentum 47 /Sec i
Gyro gimbal damping 50 Ft-lb/Rad/Sec .--
Maximum roll control torque** 24 Ft-lb
Maximum pitch control torque** 24 Ft-lb
Maximum yaw control torque 15 Ft-lb
*This value of angular momentum has been scaled to produce peak gimoal
angles of 1 radian for the disturbance torques noted in table 19. |
**The peak control torques are based on the maximum disturbances noted
in table 19.
TABLE 21 i
RESPONSE OF CONTROLLED VEHICLE TO STEP
.......... ......... i
Roll Pitch Yaw
!
Peak acceleration- O'.12°/Sec2 ' 0.56°/Sec 2 0"38°7Sec2 1
Peak angular - O.14°/Sec 0.50°/Sec O.18°/Sec + spin speed !
velocity 1
Steady state - O.O2o/Sec 0.24°/Sec Spin speed !
angular velocity
Peak angle - 0.90 ° 0.i0 ° 0.i0 °
Steady state - 0.60 ° 0.06 ° 0.05 °
angle
Notes: 1. Disturbance lnputs: 2. Damplng ratios:
Roll - 141 Ft-lb Primary Reson-:_ce - O.1
Pitch - 833 Ft-lo Pitch structure - 0.04
Yaw 1145 Ft-lb Yaw structure - O.01
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Figure 16 is a computer record demonstrating the performance of
the rate stabilization system. In this record, however, the control para-
meters were different from those listed in table 20. The gyro angular
momentum is 160 slug-ft2/sec and the pitch gain ]_d not been optimized.
In addition, the applied steady disturbance torques are larger than indica-
ted in table 19. The larger disturbanee torques reflect the use of 400
pound thrust reaction Jets for spln-up during early simulations. However,
since the spln-up study later indicated lOO pound Jets would be satisfactory,
the smaller disturbance values of table 19 were used to establish the
nominal control system parmeters. The parametric discussion that follows i
will cover the effect of changing disturbance levels.
3. Parametric Analysis
a. General
The parameter changes considered in this study fall into two
basic categories: control system performance parameters and vehicle config-
uration parameters. The performance parameters considered in the investi-
gation were damping specification and disturbance input magnl_ude. The
vehicle configuration parameters considered were inertia ratio, spin speed_
and separation. These performance and vehicle parameters were changed one
at a time and the effect of each on the control system was determined. The
control parameters included control moment gyro angular momentum, peak
control torques, rate gains, and wlpeout time constants. Each of the para-
meter changes is treated separately below.
b. Effect of Damping Specification
The nominal roll and pitch rate stabilization system was designed
to provide a damping ratio of 10 percent of critical. The damping factor i
provided by the roll stabilization system is directly proportional to roll i
rate gain. The effect of pitch rate gain on the primary roll resonance is
negligible, because of the weak pitch/roll cross-coupllng existing in this
type of vehicle. Thus if the damping specification is doubled, the roll
rate gain doubles. Doubling the roll rate gain doubles the gyro angular
momentum and the peak roll torque. For purposes of illustration, four
different damping requirements were assumed and their effects on the control
system are summarized in table 22.
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TABLE 22
EFFECT OF DAMPING SPECIFICATION
........,.... .
Roll
Damping Ratio Roll Rate Gyro Angular Peak Roll Wipeout Time
Gain KR Momentum H Torque Constant
l% 8oo 5 2 13
5% 4000 23 12 13
10% 8000 4-7 24 13
16ooo 94 48 13
c. Effect of Disturbance Level
The disturbance levels noted in table 19 were based on a three-
man imbalance and a lO0-pound jet mlsalignment of .05 radian. The totals
of these disturbances were used to size the nominal control system. For
the nominal vehicle configuration, gyro size and peak torque requirements
approximately scale in direct proportion to the total disturbance level.
This approximation neglects the effects of vehicle motions on the gyro, and
thus holds only for cases where the vehicle motions are small. However, if
the inertia ratio is low, such as is the case for configuration III, the
gyroscopic restraint of-the manned body's roll attitude is much reduced and
significant vehicle roll deflection results from input disturbances. If
no control torque is applied to the gyro when the vehicle is disturbed, the
gyro gimbal angle will be identical to the angle through which the vehicle
rotates. The gyro capacity available for damping is reduced accordingly.
Therefore, when sizing the gyro for peak gimbai angles of one radian, the
allowable gimbal deflection due _o applied control torque must be equal to
one radian less the vehicle motion. For configuration III the peak vehicle
roll angle for the specified total roll disturbance of table 19 (141 ft-lb)
is approximately five degrees. Thus, the maximum gimbal angle produced by
the control torques must be limited to approximately 52 degrees.
This effect is illustrated in the curves of figure 17, where
vehicle configurations I and III are compared. The curves show peak gyro
gimbal angle versus gyro angular momentum for a fixed disturbance level.
It is apparent that vehicle rotation becomes more significant is sizing
the gyro as the inertia ratio decreases. Further decreases in the inertia
ratio would result in vehicle rotations accounting for a large percentage
of the total gimbal angle. Figure 18, a plot of peak roll angle versus
5-11
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FIGURE 17 PEAK GIMBAL ANGLE VS CONTROL MOMENT
GYRO ANGULAR MOMENTUM FOR DISTURBANCE
TORQUE OF 14! FT-LBS
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!!
inertia ratio for a constant disturbance torque, shows that vehicle angles i
reach 20 degrees when the inertia ratio is lowered by a factor of five
from that of configuration III.
)
d. Effect of Inertia Ratio
The total vehicle yaw and pitch moments of inertia, 13 and I2,
determine the inertial roll restraint. As noted above, vehicle inertia
ratio (I3-I2)/I 3 has a significant effect on control moment gyro size. In
fact this is the most significant vehicle parameter because the vehicle's
dominant resonant frequency, the roll resonance, is a function of this
ratio. In this study three different inertia ratios were considered.
Table 23 stumarizes analog computer results showing the effect which
vehicle inertia ratio has on the control system parameters. The control
criteria for each case was a damping ratio of lO percent of critical. Note
that the rate gain, wipeout time constants, and the control moment gyro
angular momentum all vary as a function cf inertia ratio.
TABLE 23
EFFECT OF INERTIA RATIO
Wipeout
Vehicle Inertla Roll Rate Time Peak Gyro Angular
Configuration Ratio Gain Constant Torque Momentum
- Ft-lbs/Rad/Sec Sec Ft-lbs Slug-ft2/Sec
• , ,, ,, .......
I (Nominal) 0.0107 8000 13 24 47
II 0.0048 5400 19 24 53
III 0.0027 4000 27 24 64
e. Effect of Spin Speed and Separation
In this study three spin speeds and two separations were con-
sidered. Spin speed and separation are operating parameters as distinct
from the vehicle physical parameters such as inertia ratio. Under normal
operating conditions, spin speed and separation will change, whereas the
physical parameters will essentially be fixed by design. In this regard,
control system gain switching as a function of spin speed and/or separation
might be necessary, and the gyro must be sized for the worst case.
Table 24 presents analog computer results showing the effect on
the control parameters of several spin speeds and separations. The control
parameters change with spin speed because the roll resonant frequency is .
i
i
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directly proportional to spin speed. Changing the cable length from i00
I feet to 150 feet did not ef1"ectthe control parameters because the roll
resonant frequency does not.shift very much.
I TABLE 24
EFFECT OF SPIN SPEED AND SEPARATION
. ,,. ......... , ,,,, _ ,,
Roll Wipeout Peak Control Moment
Spin Cable Rate Time Roll Gyro Angular
Speed Length Gain Constant Torque Momentum
I Configuration Rad/Sec Feet Ft-lbs/Rad/Se¢ See Ft/lbs Slug-ft2/Secj,,,,
I (Nominal) 0.4 i00 8000 13 24 47
i IV O.2 !i00 4000 27 12 60v o.6 IOO 1200o 9 36 38
vi o.4 15o 8000 13 24 47
L
C. DYNAMIC BALANCE SUBSYSTEM
1 • General
In section IIIa requirement for dynamic balancing of the manned
body was established. The most Jevere imbalance will occur when three men
are located at the furthest point from the manned body mass center. The
resulting cross-product of inertia disturbance can be represented by equiv-
alent static disturbance torques. Estimates of these torques are noted inI
-_ table 19. The magnitude of the steady state angular deflection resulting
-_ from application of these torques to each of the vehicle configurationts
considered is presented in table 25. The steady state angles are those
remaining after the rate stabilization system has damped the transient.
Comparison with table 7 indicates that the steady state angles are about
one-half of the peak transient. The steady state roll errors are consider-
" ably larger than the pitch and yaw errors because the gyroscopic roll
restraint is much softer than the pitch and yaw structural restraints.
TABLE 25
STEADY STATE VEHICLE RESPONSE
TO DYNAMIC IMBALANCE
'- Configuration -Disturbance Torques Steady State Anguiar Error-Degrees(Ft.lb)
--@-i_ TII TIi ' i eli -ei_....... el3.....
'- I (Nominal) 104 813 813 0.45 .06 .06
n 104 813 813 0.85 .06 .06
III 104 8].3 813 2.0 .06 .06
IV _6 203 203 O.45 •07 •07
v 234 1830 1830 0.4'5 .05 .05
vl io4 118o _A8o 0.45 .o8 .o8
5"13
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I
Table 17 notes two control systems that could eliminate the
I steady state angular errors caused by dynamic imbalance: A torque balance
system or a mass balance system. Although both of these systems could
I satisfy the control requirement, this study considered only the torque
balance system. The mass balance system would either require large mass
i transfer within the manned body or mass control external to the body.Neither of ese appe r attractive.
In the torque balancing system, torques must be developed that
I are equal in magnitude and opposite in direction to the equivalent static
disturbances noted in table 25. The required torque is constant in magni-
i"
_ tude and spins with the _ehicle. The control moment gyro can be used to
apply such torques. If the gyro has a fixed gimbal anglo, so that it is
_ not aligned with the spin axis, a precession torque is required to keep thegyro tur ing with the station. This precession torque is f x in magni ude
and rotates with the vehicle. Thus dynamic balance can be obtained by
making the precession torque equal in magnitude and opposite in direction
to the equivalent disturbance torque.
I From Appendix D, the linearized equations for the control moment
gyro are:
[
where _T and_T are the gyro gimbal angles, TO and TI are the torques on
Ii the gyro, and H is the gyro angular momentum. "Neglecting the effects ofvehicle motions '*;ll= ")12= 0), and assuming fixed gimbal angles, these
equations reduce to:
I- For the nominal vehicle configuration the gyro angular momentums required
to balance the steady disturbances are as follows if a limiting gimbal
I angle of one radian is assumed:
I
[
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I The data in table 25 indicate that the pitch angles due to
dynamic imbalance would be approximately 0.06 degree, while roll angles
I of 0.45 degree to 2 degrees would result. It would appear that the improved
• pointing accuracy obtained by balancing the pitch axis does not Justify the
order of magnitude increase in gyro size required to ao so. It was there-
I fore concluded that for the configurations studied, only roll balancing
would be provided.
2. Description
A block diagram of the roll balance system is shown in figure 19.
The steady state component of the pitch rate gyro signal is used as a meastue
of the roll imbalance. The pitch rate gyro equation, shown in table 3 is:
[ " "
In the steady state thls equation reduces to:
t_,,_is _""_ e.,. (#,IJ
where ell is the manned vehicle roll error. The torque balance system
generates a torque proportional to the integral of the steady state pitch
[-! gyrOtozero.°Utput(i.e., Tbalance =-Kl_t_12 dt)which drives the imbalance error
3 • PerformanceThe dynamic b_nce system is relatively i_._'ependent of vehicle
dynamics provided the balance integral gain is "su't_,blyselected. Making
" this gain too high will ob-:_ously affect the rate _t_bilization system.
This gain should be selected such that the time-te integrate the imbalance
" to zero (i.e., develop enough torque to compensate for the imbalance)
should be greater than:
{ Time to Balance = (6_--_
_./see _I_')
for the worst imbalance, where-)r is the dominant roll resonant frequency.
' This assures that transient motions will have disappeared before balance
is reached.
Ii With the time to balance established, the integral gain is only
a function of imbalance torque. For the nominal configuration the time to
balance should be greater than two minutes. The roll disturbance of
_-l_
[
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I104 ft-lb, produces a steady pitch rate of 0.24°/sec (from table 21).
Therefore, the balance gain should be:
i
Figure 20 is a computer record showing the dynamic balance system _t
functioning in the nominal vehicle. This record was taken with a 250 ft-lb i
disturbance instead of the nominal 104 ft-lb disturbance. The integral !
gain used for the computer run was 500 ft-lbs/sec/rad/sec. It can be seen iT
that the response is well behaced, with a time to balance of approximately
three minutes. !
As noted above, the nominal dynamic balance system would require
a gyro having an angular momentum of 260 slug ft/sec to fully balance the !
104 ft-lb imbalance torque. It should be noted that a roll torquer capabil- i}
ity of 104 ft-lb is required.
[
D. SPIN PLANE ORIENTATION SUBSYSTEM
1• General
For purposes of evaluation, it was assumed that the orientation
control system was required to align the station's spin axis so that it
pointed within 0.5 degree of the sun. Although directly concerned with
sun orientation, the study results can be extended to include other
references.
As discussed in section IV, the long term response of the damped
vehicle is equivalent to that of a gyroscope. Thus orientation torques
must be applied in a manner that cause the vehicle to Drecess to the
desired position. Figure 21 (a) shows the orientation control concept used
for sun orientation. As shown, the pitch reaction Jets must be fired as
the ro±l error passes through its peak. As indicated by figure 21 (b),
this means that each jet is pulsed as it passes the point furthest from
the desired space-fixed torquing axis, or where it has the longest possible
effective moment arm. The pulse width should be as short as possible,
consistent with the desired maneuvering speed and minimum thrust impulse
constraints.
It should be noted that thrusting on the booster to control
orientation would require approximately half as much propellant as thrusting
on the manned body because of the longer moment arm relative to the common
i
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FIGURE 20 "" _.,
ROLL TORQUE BALANCING SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
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FIGURE 21 ORIENTATION CONTROL CONCEPT
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[
center of mass. The general conclusions of tillsstudy apply in either case,
I although only the manned body jet system was simulated.
2. Description
I 'The detection of spin plane errors is best accomplished by use
of a pitch error sensor mounted on the manned body. The vehicle pitch axis
I is structurally quite rigid, while the roll axis is relatively soft. Thus,
a pitch error detector will essentially see only spin plane orientation
I errors. A roll error detector would see both spin plane errors and rela-tive roll def ections.
I As mentioned earlier, the pitch reaction Jets must be fired whenthe roll spin plane rror passes through its peak, i.e., 90 degrees of spin
rotation after the pitch error peak has occurred. Thus a roll sensor
I most suitable for timing theappears pulses.
Accordingly, a system has been devised in which:
I • A pitch error detector is used to determine whether or not the
spin plane pointing error is greater than 0.5 degrees.
I • The same pitch error detector is used to determine whether the
positive or negative pitch Jet should be fired.
I • A roll error detector is used to turn the pitch Jets on and off.
The logic functions described above have been conceptually
I- implented by use body mounted, sun sensors, moving partsthe of on-off
No
are required, and most of the required logic has been obtained by the use
f of suitable sensor masks.
I
Figure 22 shows the sun sensor masking concept. Each sensor
|- (pitch and roll) has two apertures and two sensitive elements. Both sensors
I are rigidly attached to the manned body. If the manned body pitches rela-
tive to the sun, the sun will shine through one of the two wedge-shaped
I apertures on the pitch sensor and the corresponding sensitive element will
be activated. The roll sensor will not be activated by this pitching motion.
IL The wedge the size of theshaped apertures
are truncated;
truncated portion determines the sensor threshold, as illustrated in the
I. figure.
The vehicle is spinning, and as discussed earlier in section IV
_- paragraph A, a spin plane pointing error appears first as a pitch error,then as a roll error. Thus each of the four sensitive elements will be
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activated in turn. The time they remain activated is detcrmlned by the
wedge angle and the spin speed. They will remain activated for a fixed
fraction of each spin rotation, regardless of the spin speed.
The output of the pitch sensor is a series of positive and nega-
tive pulses of fixed magnitude and width. The roll sensor output will
consist of a train of positive pulses (no polarity information is required)
delayed by one quarter vehicle revolution relative to the pitch pulses.
The roll pulse train is used only for timing the pitch Jet impulses.
These sensors are incorporated into a spin plane orientation sub-
system as shown in the block diagram of figure 2.3. This subsystem operates
as follows: Suppose a spin plane error exceeding the threshold exists, and
the pitch sensor "up" error detector is activated. One quarter of a spin
cycle later, the spin plane error will also produce an output from the
"right" roll sensor. The presence of both error signals at the "AND" gate
will fire the "UP" correction Jet. Since these signals do not occur slm-
ultaneously, the pitch error must be "remembered" for a time equivalent to
a minimum of 90 degrees and a maximum of 270 degrees of rotation. This
"memory" is provided by the low pass filters shown in figure 23.
The Jet will fire for a length of time (pulse width) proportional
to the aperture angle on the roll sensor. This angle has been set so that
i
the roll detector has an output for 20 degrees of vehicle rotation. The
- pulse will be centered on the ideal location for impulsive thrusting. This
pulse width (one eighteenth the time for one spin cycle) is short enough
that the resultant propellant efficiency approaches that of an impulsive
system.
The above discussion tacitly assumed that the vehicle had not
rolled relative to the spin plane. For the nominal vehicle, it can be
shown that rolling motions will affect the efficiency of the reorientatlon
maneuver by a few percent. The system will, however, still operate
satisfactorily.
3 • Performance
The spin plane orientation system was simulated on an analog
computer and its performance was evaluated. A spin plane misallgnment
error of five degrees was assumed as an initial condition. The spin plane
orientation system was turned on, with the rate stabilization system opera-
ting. As shown in the computer record of figure 24, no instabilities were
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induced and the spin plane error ($) was reduced to within the deadzone of
0.5 degree in less than 3 minutes, The system illustrated by figure 2_
9.
employed _00 pound thrust reaction Jets. Reducing the Jet thrust to i00
I pounds would lengthen the time to complete the reorientation by a factorof four. No other significant performance changes would occur. The computer
record indicates the system required 16 pounds of reaction Jet Juel
I (Isp = 300 sec) to correct the initial misalignment, theoretical
The
minimum fuel required to make a t_.5degree correction is 18 pounds. The
I 2 pound discrepancy is attributable to simulation and r_c,ording inaccuracy.
E. ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
t i. General
The gravity control system is required to maintain artificial
gravity within 2 percent of the selected value in the operational spinning
mode. This control function does not introduce any new or peculiar control
I problems. A brief discussion follows,
2. Description
Figure 25 presents a block diagram of the gravity control system.
The station's centripetal acceleration is measured by a body mounted
accelerometer and compared to a manually selected artificial gravity
- reference. When the station's centripetal acceleration differs from +.,e
selected reference level by more than 2 percdnt the threshold is exceedad
I and the spin Jets fired. The station's spin speed is adjusted until the
gravity level is within the threshold. A low pass filter is included to
I prevent "nuisance" spin Jet actuation.
3 • Performance.
• The gravity control system's operation is not critical and its
performance should satisfy the established control requirements.
g-19
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SECTION VI
STABILIZATZON AND CONTROL DURING TRANSITION MODE
A. DISCUSSION
The transition mode control problem is characterized by a con-
tinuous change in vehicle dynamics, and by certain nonlinear phenomena
which arise only during this mode of operation. Cable slacking is an im-
portant example of the latter. Accordingly, a special nonlinear simulation
was developed to study the transition mode cc itrol problem.
Mission considerations also affect the design of the transition
mode maneuver and, therefore, the design of the control system itself. A
reasonable compromise between propellant economy, maneuver time, and vehicle
stability must be obtained. The following section considers the selection
of a transition maneuver. Paragraph C of this section describes the vehi-
cle dynamics and the computer simulation in some detail. The control sys-
tem_ i£s performance, and the effect of changes" in maneuver parameters on
the performance, are discussed in paragraphs D and E.
B. SELECTION OF A TRANSITION MANEUVER
In undertaking the synthesis of a control system for the extension
and retraction maneuver_ the first requirement was to define the manner of
the maneuver. No restrictions or criteria had been established for this
study, other than the specification of a nominal operational spinning
state. In this state, the spin speed is 0.4 rad/sec and the cable length
is i00 ft. The initial problem was, therefore, the definition of a desir-
able translticn maneuver_ taking into account the following factors that
were considered to be of primary importance:
6-1
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• Minimization of propellant required for the transition.
• Simplicity of control.
• Dynamic performance during transition.
The nominal transition profile that was established as meeting the require-
ments imposed by these factors is shown in figure 26, in which spin speed
is plotted as a function of separation.
In selecting the particular transition profile defined by fig-
ure 26, the initial consideration was propellant economy. Since the
effective moment arm of a thruster mounted on one of the vehicle's rigid
bodies increases with vehicle separation, it can be appreciated that the
transition from the nonspinnlng state to a spinning state can be most
economically performed by making the speed change at the largest possible
separation. However, some minimum spin speed must always be maintained to
keep the cables taut. The objective of the trade-off, then, is to select
a spin speed vs separation program which minimizes propellant consumption
subject to the constraint that it provide reasonable vehicle rigidity at
all times.
Appendix F contains an exact development of the spin impulse re-
quirements for the general case of transition profiles that involve a linear
variation of spin speed with separation. Equations (F-8) and (F-9) show
that, for a given minimum spin speed during extension or retraction, the
impulse requirement for the total transition is minimized b_ maintaining
spin speed constant during extension or retraction. The resulting spin
impulse requirements for the vehicle under consideration are shown in fig-
ure 27 as a function of the spin speed during extension or retraction.
The cases of spin thrusters located at the mass center of the manned body
and four feet further outboard are illustrated. It can be seen from this
plot that the selection of the nominal extension/retractlon spin speed of
!
0.04 rad/sec re_ulres only 6.4 percent more impulse than the absolute mfnl-
mum of 63,600 lb-sec. If this nominal spin speed is changed, the impulse
increment with respect to the absolute minimum will change in proportion.
Figure 27 also shows the spin impulse requlred if the spin thruster
is mounted on the booster. A longer effective moment arm is available in !
this case, and the impulse requirements are reduced correspondlngly_ There
is no conceptual difference in mounting the Jets on the booster or the !
manned body, and only the manned body mounting will be considered for the
remainder of the discussion, i
i
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The time required to complete each segment of the nominal transi-
tion maneuver has been shown on figure 26. The total transition time shown
in figure 26 is slightly less than l_ minutes, of which _ minutes is spent
extending or retracting. It might be considered desirable to reduce the
transition time to something on the order of 9 or lO minutes so that the
maneuver could be performed while passing over the continental U.S. This
would allow continuous tracking and voice communication. This could be
achieved simply by increasing the thruster size so as to reduce the time
spent in the constant thrust segments of the transition." A 200 lb thruster
would make the over-all time just less than lO minutes. No significant
control problems would be encountered in using the larger thruster.
It should be noted that since the maximum power output required
of the cable motor for the nominal extension rate of 1/3 fps is about 0.06
hp, it would be feasible to consider manual operation of the cable deploy-
ment mechanism. Higher extension rates might require more power than could
be delivered by a human operator.
In summary, then, the following nominal transition maneuver has
been selected: The cables will be extended from 0 to lO0 ft lengths at a
fixed rate, while the spin speed is maintained constant at 0.04 rad/sec.
After the vehicle reaches the lO0 ft cable length condition, it will be
spun to its nominal operational spin speed of 0.4 rad/sec. This maneuver
requires only 6 percent more propellant than the absolute minimum, and is
within the power delivery capabilities of a human operator.
C. VEHICLE DYNAMICS
1. Dynamic Model
Before proceeding to a discussion of the control system required
to implement the transition maneuver, it is necessary to establish the
dynamic characteristics of the vehicle in some detail. The dynamics of
this nine degree of freedom vehlcleduring the extenslon/retraction maneuver
are quite complex. Preliminary studies indicated, however, that consider-
able simplifications could be introduced in the cases of interest here. !
More specifically, it was found possible to simulate the dynamic effects
of primary importance with a four degree of freedom model, and to approxl-
mate the cable slacking phenomena with simplified equations.
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The ultimate dynamic representation of the vehicle was the four
degree of freedom, two dimensional model (restricted to the spin plane) that
is illustrated in figure 28. The equations that were developed for this
model are presented in appendix E.
The four degrees of freedom were separation, spin speed, and the
yaw rotation of each body. Cable slacking could occur either because rela-
tive rotations were large enough to relax one cable completely, or because
the capsules moved toward one another far enough to slack all cables.
A four cable configuration has been illustrated in figure 28.
The cable configuration consists of four parallel cables, symmetrically
located between the principal axes so that two of the cables are superim-
posed on the other two when projected into the spin plane. Obviously, the
cable configuration simulated here could equally well be assumed to be a
blfilar arrangement with the two cables in the spin plane.
The four cable configuration was selected as typical of those in i
figure 4. It is somewhat less stiff than the eight cable configuration, and
stiffer than the single cable configuration. Preliminary slmala_ions of i
the single cablc configuration were also performed. As would be expected,
the yawing motions of the vehicles were approximately three times as l_rge
as those obtained with the four cable configuration. The response motions
were qualitatively similar, however.
The four degree of freedom spin plane model cannot, of course,
predict the pitching and rolling motions of the vehicle. However, only
second order coupling exists between the spin plane degrees of freedom and
!
the others. Since disturbances during extension are much greater among the
spin plane variables than the others, it was felt that the achievement of
acceptable yaw performance would be an adequate measure of success in over-
coming vehicle control problems.
Preliminary simulations, including simulation of an eight degree
of freedom model which neglected cable slacking, substantiated this position.
No pitch or roll excitation due to dynamic changes in these axes were en-
countered. Other simulations indicated that the Jet-lnduced disturbances
of the roll and pitch axes could be neglected for purposes of this study.
2. Cable Slacking Effects
The cable slacking phenomena were simulated by treating each cable
as if it were a linear spring when in tension, and assuming that it could
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support no compressive load. Each cable pair was simulated independently,
having a force proportional to elongation when stretched, and supporting
no force when slack. A real flexible wire cable wouldundoubtedly exhibit
more nonlinear and less abrupt changes in spring gradient as the tension
was decreased to zero. The simulation was therefore probably conservative
in its computation of longitudinal cable transients.
In addition, appendix E discusses several simplifications that
were made in order to facilitate the computation of the torques exerted by
the cables oh the manned body and the booster. In general, these simplifi-
cations involved assumptions as to the dynamic behavior of the vehicle
which were subsequently validated by the results of the analog computer
study.
D. CONTROL SYSTEM SYNTHESIS
1. System Analysis
Several problem areas that have a significant effect upon the se-
lection of control system parameters have been identified. These areas are
as follow:
• A minimum thruster size is established by the requirement that
the extension or retraction be accomplished at constant spin
speed. In order to permit this, the rate of change of angular
momentum due to operation of the thruster must be greater than
that due to the rate of retraction or extension. This relation-
ship can be expressed as:
where
Fj = spin Jet thrust magnitude
M1 = mass of manned body
.n. = spin speed
= extension rate
This thrust level limit must be computed from the spin speed
actually required to operate the rate threshold. The limiting
thrust values computed for the nominal control system are +29.3
ib for extension and -35.8 Ib for retraction, the difference being :
e
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due to the finite threshold level in the Jet switching logic.
The retraction case is therefore critical in sizing the thruster
and especially critical from the stability standpoint. The use
of an undersize thruster during retraction would cause the spin
speed to diverge steadily. In extending, the undersize thruster
would reduce spin speed until equation (17) was satisfied. Several
i
values of thrust were considered in this study. Numerical data
relating yaw amplitude to thrust level are presented in section VI
paragraph E.
• Thruster location is also of extreme importance. If placed too
close to the manned body mass center, an unstable oscillation may
develop. This behavior and the criteria for avoiding it are dis-
cussed quantitatively in section VI paragraph E below. If the
thruster is located further from the center of mass than required
for stability, the result will be an increase in the manned body
and booster yaw angles excited during the transition.
• The longitudinal cable force transients must be damped in order
to avoid complex motions of the rigid bodies. In the absence of :
damping, the cables will nearly always be slack, except for
occasional large transient forces as the bodies rebound from the
slacking limit. Slacking will tend to occur if an irreversible
cable deployment mechanism is used which gives truly constant
cable extension rate. As described in the next section, the i
cable motor torque-speed characteristic can be used effectively
to damp these longitudinal transients.
2. Description of Nominal System
Figure 29 shows a transfer function block diagram of the nominal
system. It includes a spin control system and a cable control system. The
spin control system consists of a rate gyro mounted on thJ manned body, a
threshold detector, and spin thrusters (reaction Jets) mounted on the
manned body. The cable control system consists of a servo motor driving
the cable drum, a tachometer to provide rate feedback signals, and control
electronics.
To perform an extension maneuver, the spin speed controller is
activated and the vehicle is spun up to 0.04 rad/sec. The cable rate con-
troller is then activated, and cable begins to pay out as the centrifugal
force pulls the cable off the drt_m. Neglecting transients for the moment,
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the spin speed is held constant during the entire extension maneuver. As
the cable extension increases, the centrifugal force builds up, and attempts
to pull cable off faster. However, the integrated speed error signal which
is applied to the cable servo motor also builds up so that the motor bias
torque increases. The net result is that the long term bable extension
rate holds nearly constant. Damping of the longitudinal cable force
transients _ue, for example, to cable slacking) is provided by the back EMF
characteristics of the motor. Alternatively, tachometer feedback can be
employed to provide short term damping.
_ring the analog computer program, the spin speed reference
selector and extend/retract command switches shown in figure 29 were manu-
ally operated. In a real control system a number of interlock functions
would presumably be provided for safety and possibly for automatic sequenc-
ing. With this change, it is believed that the control system of _igure 29
will adequately fulfill the transition maneuver requirements.
3. Performance of Nominal System
Typical vehicle behavior with the nominal control system during
the extension phase of the transition is illustrated by figure 30, which
presents time histories of several variables in a typical analog computer
run. This tun started with an initial condition of 0.04 rad/sec spin speed
and zero vehicle separation. (It has been assumed that the mating mechanism
requires a cable length of two feet at zero separation.) The 1/3 ft/sec
extension rate command was initiated and terminated manually. Note that
cable slacking phenomena exfst for a short period at the beginning of the
extension, after which cable force variations are quite well behaved.
Since the relative yaw angle between booster and manned body is small, the
two bodies remain almost parallel. The maximum yaw amplitudes are less
than 3.5 degrees. The vehicle exhibited similar response motion during the
retraction maneuver.
As discussed earlier, the system parameters most sensitive to
variation from the nominal values are:
• Thruster location.
• Thruster size and cable extension rate.
• Spin speed and spin speed threshold.
• Cable damper parameters.
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The following paragraphs discuss the quantitative effect of variations in ii
each of these, t
I
!
E. PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS I
!
1. Effect of Variations in Thruster Location and Yaw Damper Gain !
Computer results indicate that a spin speed instability can exist !
and that locating the thrusters outboard of the manned body center of mass |
will improve the stability. Alternatively, a yaw damper could be used to
stabilize the vehicle. In order to better understand this instability, the !
dynamics of a similar linear system were studied. The following assumptions
were made in order to simplify the analysis:
• The analysis was limited to consideration of the two yaw degrees
of freedom, and the spin speed degree of freedom.
• Thruster force was assumed to be proportional te the manned body
rate gyro signal, that is:
where KF is a constant.
• A linear yaw damper acting on the manned body was assumed such
that the damper torque output was:
• Two limiting cases, were considered to determine the effects of
cable slacking on the stability limit. In the first, it was
assumed that the cables were so stiff that the manned body and
booster were coupled by pln-Jolnted struts in yaw. This represents
the situation when no cable slacking occurs. In the second case,
it was assumed that the booster exerted no moment on the manned
body. These two cases will be referred to as the fully coupled
and zero coupled cases respectively.
Application of these assumptions to the equations of motion given
in appendix E yields a third order characteristic equation for each coupling
case. By employing Routh's stability criteria, the following conditions on
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thruster offset distance are obtained for system stability. They have been
I evaluated for the critical case of zero vehicle separation, at which point
the cables are two feet long.
• For the fully coupled case the stability limit on Jet offset,.
Xj, is:
M, r K_
• For the zero coupled case the stability limit is:
An attempt to correlate these theoretical stability limits with
analog computer results can be made if the thruster gain KF can be evaluated
for the actual control system. This has been done by assuming that the
effective gain was that at the threshold:
k = , - : ---- :2%000 .,a/-'-"_=(2_)
The theoretical stability limit and the computer results are plotted in
figure 31. It can be seen that the zero coupled case closely represents
the actual results. This is probably due to the fact that the fully coupled
approximation is valid only until cable slacking occurs, after which the i
zero coupled case is a better model. Since at low extension cable slacking
occurs after very small yaw oscillations, the range where full coupling is i
obtained can be neglected. It appears, then, that a stability limit does
exist relative to spin thruster location, and that this stability limit can i
be predicted by simplified linear analysis. +
I
•
- !
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Computer results also indicate that it is undesirable to locate
the jet too far outboard, even though the system is stable in this instance,
because the peak yawing angles become quite large. Table 26 shows the re-
lationship between peak response angle and thruster location.
TABLE 26
EFFECT OF JET LOCATION ON PEAK MANNED BODY YAW ANGLE
Jet Distance Manned Body
Outboard of Peak Yaw Angle
Mass Center In Extension
(ft) (degrees) Comment
4 3.4 Vehicle unstable for
Jet lo_ated less than
8 5.7 4 ft from mass center.
As indicated by the linearlzed analysis, the vehicle can also
be stabilized by increasing the yaw damps.- gain. However, an extremely
large yaw damper would be required to hav_ any _ffect, and therefore, this !
does not appear to be a feasible method of improvi_ stability. It is much
easier to move the Jet.
2. Effect of Variations in Thruster Size and Extension R_te
...... J ,i i ,.. . i. H H, I
Computer results indicate that thruster size has little effect
upon extension/retraction performance unless the lower limit specified in
equation (17) is exceeded. Table 27 shows the effect of changing the
thruster size in the nominal system.
TABLE 27
i
EFFECT OF' THRUSTER SIZE ON MANNED BODY YAW ANGLE
Peak Yaw Angle !
Thruster Size (ib) in Extension (degrees) Comment I
25 _ 2.3 *The 25 ib thruster i
produces divergent
50 2.7 spin speed behavior
i00 3.4 in retraction.
200 3.7
.... _ ii i J ii |ul. ,. : i ii ,J,ii T ._
Thrusterslze is interdependent with extension rate since the thruster
lc_er stability limit is proportional to extension rate. The major effect
of extension rate on performance is seen in the yawing amplitudes. The
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computer results indicate that•the yaw of each body is approximately pro-
portional to extension rate. If the linear system analysis described in
previous paragraph 1 is extended by assuming that:
• Yaw damper gain, Ky = 0 (23)
• Thruster offset distance, )_I = _,i @ Yes (24)
a solution for the peak yaw angle resulting from a step disturbance in
extension rate can be obtained as:
From this equation, the ratio of peak yaw angle to extension rate was
evaluated for the nominal system and is shown in figure 32 as a function of
vehicle separation. Data points for yaw peaks from computer records for
both the nominal extension rate and for a slower rate are plotted in thit
figure. The correlation of these points with the linear analysis (the lower
curve of figure 32) becomes poorer as separation increases. This is prob-
ably due to the fact that the computer results are for a system with a fixed
four foot thruster offset while the linear analysis implies a thruster off-
set that decreases with separation (see equation (24)). In order to see
this effect, the linear analysis values were multiplied by a correction
factor:
k
i
The results are plotted as the upper curve of figure 32, which follows the
shape of the computer data very well and provides a conservative estimate I
of the peak yaw angle.
It should be noted, in discussing thruster size and extension rate
4
effects, that if the thruster were located at the center of mass of the
laboratory, and the thrust level precisely met the limit of equation (17),
that is, if
!
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then extension and retraction could theoretically be performed without
yaw disturbances or changes in spln speed. However, the problems inherent
in computing and generating the required thruster force level make this
approach to transition control impractical.
3. Effect of Variations.ln Spin Speed and.Spln Speed Threshold
There would be two major effects of varying the spin speed ref-
erence level used during the extension or retraction phase of the transition.
First, the impulse requirements would change linearly, as shown in figure 27.
Second, the peak yaw angle would vary inversely with spin speed as indica-
ted by equation (25).
The spin speed threshold also has a minor effect on yawing per-
formance, since the actual average spin speed during extension or retrac-
tion differs from the nominal setting by the threshold value. The average !
speed is lower than nominal during extension and higher during retraction. _
If a yaw damper were being used to meet the stability requirements shown in i
figure 31, then the threshold level would presumably affect the stability
by changing the effective thruster gain. Since this was not the case with !
the nominal system, the only effects detected in the computer results were.
the small changes in yawing performance.
4. Effect of Variation in Cable Damper Parameters
Variation of the cable motor torque-speed characteristic shown in
figure 29 produces a proportional change in longitudinal cable force damping.
The damping ratio can be expressed as:
@ •
For the nominal system this can be evaluated as:
Jl.tLL._ '
I
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Note that the longitudinal cable oscillations will be overdamped throughout I
!the maneuver whenever the cables are taut. This means, f_r example, that
if the vehicle hits the end of slack cables it will not rebound and cause
Ithe cables to go slack again. Thus the motor torque speed characteristic
serves to cushion cable bounce effects.
The integral feedback loop around the cable motor that is shown
in figure 29 serves to maintain the average cable rate equal to the commanded '
rate. It also smooths the step cable rate command which initiates an ex-
tension maneuver so that the cables do not initially go slack. In order to
prevent initial slacking, the initial acceleration of the cable motor should
be less than the relative acceleration of the two bodies which would occur
if the cables slacked. This imposes a restriction on the integrator gain
of the system:
I c..k'__"
_,..,JF
or, at minimum separation.,
I
I
/ -/ )
/
F. CONCLUSIONS
It has been demonstrated that extension and retraction of the
cable-coupled space station are feasible. State of the art components can be
used in the transition controJ system, and no insurmountable problems
appear to exist. There is considerable leeway in the selection of maneuver
parameters such as spin speed and extension rate, and in the selection of
control system parameters such as thruster size and Jet location. Although
stability limits exist, those can be predicted by simplified analysis, and
alleviated by proper control system design.
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Section VII
COMPATIBILITY WITH NONSPINNING MODE CONTROL
I
J
A. INTRODUCTION
It is expected that a significant portion of the mission of a
cable-coupled space station .dillbe spent in a retracted, nonspinning con-
dition. It is obvious, therefore, that nonspinning configuration control
requirements will be a significant factor in the design of the vehicle ]
control system. However, the degree of influeneo on _he control system
depends on the exact vehicle configuration, the orientation of the vehicle
in orbit, and the specific maneuvering control required in the nonspinning
mode. Although the scope of the study did not include detailed considera- :
tion of nonspinning mode requirements, a preliminary evaluation was made.
It was concluded that the control concepts adopted for the spinning mode
will be basically compatible with zero-g control requirements, but that, i
in general, different sensing equipment will be needed. The same actuators !
can be employed in both modes. However, the actuator sizing requirements !
for nonspinning control depend strongly on mission definition. Accordingly,
no general conclusion can be stated regarding the suitability of the
actuators sized for use in the spinning mode.
For a mission such as that of the Manned Orbiting Laboratory i
(MOL), the nonspinning control requirements are not particularly stringent.
Pointing accuracy tighter than about 0.5 degree is not likely to be speci-
fied, although if military missions are incorporated, more accurate pointing
may be desirable. The most rapid dynamic response could quite possibly be i|
required in the docking phase, assuming cooperative procedures are adopted. !
Even here, it is unlikely that response times shorter than about a minute
or maneuvering rates higher than about 0.05 degree per second would be
required. I
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A key factor in achieving control efficiency in the nonspinning
mode is the selection of a vehicle orientation that minimizes disturbance
torques. These disturbances--mainly gravity gradient and aerodynamic
effectsJcan be very significant. In fact, they will determine the size
of the control system actuators if certain vehicle orientations are
employed.
B. ACTUATOR SIZING CONSIDERATIONS
Two possible orientations illustrate the range of disturbance
effects which might be encountered. The first of these, sola_..orientation,
has the desirable feature of allowing the solar panels to remain fixed
with respect to the vehicle body. A negligible amount of propullant is
expended in tracking the sun line motion in inertial space in this case,
but the amount of propellant required to overcome gravity gradient and
aerodynamic torques is quite large.
The other orientation used for illustration is what has been
termed "belly down." Here, the long vehicle axis is held in the orbital
plane and aligned with the local horizontal. Such an orientation minimizes
disturbing torques. Gravity gradient torques are essentially zero, provided i
the oriented axes are principal axes. In the "belly-down" orientation,
aerodynamic torques are small but not quite zero. The solar panels will
produce cyclic aerodynamic torques of magnitudes depending on their area,
angle-of-attack, and location with respect to the vehicle mass center. The
vehicle body itself will also experience some cyclic torques caused by
variation in angle-of-attack as a result of the rotation of the earth's
atmosphere relative to the orbital plane. However, for this orientation,
aerodynamic tc:ques are really only significant at the lower orbital altitudes
and can be min.mized by appropriate vehicle design.
i
Aprendix H summarizes the effects of gravity gradient torques
acting on a solar-oriented nonspinning vehicle. Momentum storage require-
ments, ew_luated for the most demanding conditions, are seen to be quite
significant. In fact, if this orientation were adopted, these storage i
requirements, which exceed the spinning mode demands, would size the
control actuators.
The effect of aerodynamic torques on a solar oriented vehicle
is also considered in Appendix If. These ar_ a direct f,_uction of the
vehicle configuraticn and will be influenced by size and mounting arrange-
ments of external equipment, such as solar panels. The computations of
72 j
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Appendix H, which are based on an idealized, cylindrical vehlcle, lndlcate
that the momentum storage capacity required to overcome aerodynamic
torques is comparable to the gravlty gradJent requirements. Thus it can
be seen that if the nonspinnlng vehicle is solar-oriented, nonsplnnlng
mode requirements -_ill probably si_e the control actuators.
As stated earlier, gravity gradlent and aerodynamic torques will
be small in the "belly-doE" orientation. However, signlflcant momentum
storage capacity may still be required to maneuver the vehicle. Due to the
large vehicle inertlas, even relatively modest maneuvering rates require
considerable angular momentum storage capacity. For example, a maneuvering
rate of 0.05 degree per second requires as much storage capaclty as do the
major disturbances in the solar orientatlon (Appendix H). A tradeoff of
maneuvering control concepts will be needed after all mlssion requlrements
are assembled to determine the best dlvislon of control between momentum
storage devices and reaction jets. If maneuvers are infrequent enough,
it may prove more efficient to use reaction jet control for all but the
slowest maneuver s.
C. ACTUATOR COMPATIBILITY
The combination of a two degree of freedom control moment gyro
for pitch and roll and a reaction wheel for yaw, as recommended for the
spinning mode, can also furnish satisfactory nonsplnnlng control. This
arrangement permits alignment of the nominal gyro spin axis and the reaction
wheel spin axis normal to the orbital plane if a "belly down" orientation
is used and thus avoids the continuous interchange of angular momentum re-
quired with orthogonal inertia wheel systems.
In the nonspinning mode, a single control moment gyro has the
i
disadvantage of producing cross-coupling into the reaction wheel axis when- i
ever the gyro is precessed off null. Since added reaction wheel storage
capacity would be needed to counteract this cross-coupling effect, a better i
scheme might be to use two smaller control moment gyros spinning in
opposition to cancel the cross-coupllng tgrques. Further study is needed i)
to determine whether resultant improved performance Justifies the extra i
complexity associated with a dual gyro approach. !
If a "belly-down" orientation is employed and the vehicle is i
designed to minimize aerodynamic disturbances, momentum storage required !
for adequate zero-g contlol will be small, and the storage devices will be i
sized by spinning mode control demands. Other nons_inning orientations, !
t
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I such as solar pointing, call for momentum storage capacities exceedingthose of the spinning mode control system.
D. SENSOR COMPATIBILITY
If the same attitude rate sensor are to be employed for both
spinning and nonspinning stabilization, a large dynamic range will be re-qu red. The rate sensors must be of a moderate inertial
quality and be able to sense rates below O.OO1 degree per second whereas
I autopilot grade rate gyros satlsfythe spinning-mode performance require-
ments. Even though it is possible to build a gyro with the necessary
range, it might prove better to use separate s_nsors for the two functions,
! especially in the yaw axis where the gyro range must be adequate to cover
the maximum spin speed.
I Several additional control sensors will be needed for zero-g
orientation measurements. These include earth horizon and orbit plane
I sensors for the "belly-down" orientation and a sun sensor for the solar
orientation. Other supplementary, special-purpose sensors may be needed for
I initial acquisition of the appropriate references. As the control systemdesign progresses, it may be advantageous to combine orientation sensing
functions for both spinning and nonspinntng modes into single instruments;
however, for the present, the divergence in sensor characteristics makes
it desirable to consider the sensors to be separate.
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I SECTION VIII
I CONTROL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
I|
A. INTRODUC TION
I The preceding sections of this report have developed contro_
techniques applicable to the spinning modes of the flexible, spinning space
I station. This section shows how the individual subsystems fit together
into a control system. In keeping with the emphasis of the study, non=
spinning control problems are considered only to the extent of insuring
- equipment compatibility.
Weight, volume and power estimates are presented for the nominalsystem. The effect of changes in contA'ol syst .; performance specifications,
and in vehicle and mission parameters, are also presented.
r
"- B. SYSTEM OPERATION
Figure 33 shows the control system block diagram for the spinning
I modes of operation. The spin mode control functions include extension/
_ retraction, spin control, rate stabilization, dynamic balancing, and spin
plane orientation.
For purposes of illustration, all switches shown in figure 33 are
considered to be manually operated. In general, mission mode selection will
be a manual function and all gain changes and subsystem switching can be
interlocked with the mode selection. Figure 33 is drawn with all switches
in the spln mode position. Switch positions are labeled according to the
- three basic modes of spin, nonspin, and extend/retract (transition). Un-
labeled positions refer to modes not indicated in the labeled positions.
. Prior to initiating a transition from the nonspinning mode to the
spinning mode, the space station is oriented so that the yaw axis is aligned
m
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with the sun llne. The orientation control system is then disabled until
the completion of transition.
Transition is initiated by placing the spin speed command switch
in the extend/retract position. The spin speed command signal is compared
to the output of the yaw rate gyro to develop a spin speed error signal for
controlling the spin Jets. During this phase of the transition maneuver
(before the capsules are separated), the cable drum is locked. The yaw
torquer is also disconnected so that all required yaw damping is obtained
by the actions of the spin jets as described in section VI. The pitch and
roll rate stabilization system operates as described in section V but at
reduced gains. These damper gains are set by the position of the spin
speed command switch.
When the transition spin speed has been attained, the cable drum
brake is released and the cable rate command signal is inserted. Extension
then proceeds at a constant rate while the .,_Ln control system continues to
maintain the transition spin speed. When tlae cable extension reaches 97
feet, the cable rate command is switched to zero. Extension then continues
to 1OO feet because of the integration loop time constant, thereby bringing
the extension rate smoothly to zero. When extension is complete, the cable
drum is again lockea, and the spin speed selection switch is placed in the
spin position. The spin speed control system then completes the transition
by causing the spin Jets to fire until the final spin speed is attained.
The pitch and roll rate stabilization gains are also adjusted by the spin
speed selector. •
Upon activation of the operational spinning mode, an accelerometer
is substituted for the yaw rate gyro as a spin speed reference. The accel-
erometer is used as a spin speed reference because gravity level rather than
!
spin speed is the parameter to be controlled. The yaw rate gyro is connected j
to the yaw torquer via a wlpeout network in order to provide yaw structural 1
damping.
Depending upon specific mission requirements, the dynamic balance _|
system and the orientation control system may be engaged at any time during
the operational spinning mode.
The transition from spin to nonspin is the reverse of the proce-
dure described above.
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oC. NOMINAL SYSTEM COMPONENT COMPLEMENT
Table 28 lists the sensors and actuators required for control of
the spinning vehicle, and indicates the functions these components would
perform in the nonspinning mode of operation. One of the study objectives
was to insure compatibility of the spinning and nonspinnlng mode control
systems. This table shows that the nominal system satisfies this objective.
The major components required for the nonspinnlng mode, but not shown in
figure 23 or table 28, include attitude sensors, roll Jets, and control
moment gyro Unloading logic.
The control system components required for the transition and
operational spinning modes are listed in table 29. The noted quantities
comprise a single system with no provision for redundancy. This table also
presents the significant characteristics of each component. Weight, size
i
and power estimates are tabulated. These estimates are, of course, subject
to revision when firm system requirements are established. The following
system totals result:
Weight--35_ pounds
Volume--6.1 cubic feet
Steady Power--68 watts
Peak Power--577 watts
In addition to the component physical characteristics, the table
indicates component performance characteristics. In general these charac-
teristics are self-explanatory. However, some comment relative to the con-
trol moment gyro, inertia wheel and cable drive motor are in order. First,
recall from section V that the angular momentum of the control moment gyro
was determined by the roll dynamic balancing requirements. The effect on
the control moment gyro (and on the system) of changing the roll balance
requirements (either by elimination or by reduction of the required accuracy)
is covered in the parametric discussion below.
The specified inertia wheel is sized to provide a structural yaw
damping ratio in the operational spinning mode of approximately 1 percent
of critical. Relaxing this damping requirement would reduce the size of
the inertia wheel required in the spinning mode. However, a yaw inertia
wheel of comparable size is required for vehicle control in the nonsplnnlng
mode.
1
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The cable drive motor listed in the table is sized to provide a
cable extension rate of 0.33 ft/sec at a spin speod of 0.04 rad/sec. In
some cases, it may be desirable to extend or retract at full spin speed.
Cable extension at these higher spin speeds would require additional servo
torque. Additional torque could be obtained without materially affecting
motor size by changing the gear ratio, but the extension rate would be re-
duced by the gear ratio. However, this might result in undesirably low
extension rates. The other alternative is to use a larger motor. A definite
mission, wlth clearly defined operating modes, must be established before
selecting the specific cable drive motor characteristics.
D. PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS !i
Durln- the transition and operational spinning modes, reaction i|
jet propellant is expended to do the following: 1
!
• Spin-up and despin. I|
• Maintain solar orientation.
• Unload yaw inertia wheel. !
!
• Maintain spin speed a:_a orbit. }
I
It was shown in s_tion VI that a complete transition cycle !
(spin plus despin) requires 450 pounds of propellant assuming a specific
impulse (lap) of 300 seconds. The total propellant required for a particu-
lar mission will depend, of course, on the number of spin/despln cycles to
be performed.
It is estimated that 4500 pounds of propellant would be required
to maintain solar orientation for a one year mission in the operational
spinning configuration. (See appendix G.) The major portion of t_z[s
propellant expenditure was due to the gravity gradient disturbance torque
anticipated for an equatorial orbit.
Propellant estimates were not made for the inertia wheel unload-
ing and spin and orbit correction requirements. These _re predominantly
functions of the mission, and are essentially independent of control system
implementation. At the time of this study, the space station mission had
not been defined well enough to p_rmit meaningful estimates.
It should be mentioned that magnetic torquing does not appear
suited to the subject space station. The station geometry is such that a
magnetic coll of sufficient area cannot easily be Implemented.
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E. PARAMETRIC ANALYSES
The component characteristics specified in table 29 were based on
spinning mode control reqairements as they apply to the nominal vehicle.
The parametric analysis presented below establishes the effect which changes
in control requirements and vehicle configuration have on the control
moment gyro. It Should be noted, however, that the results of this study
_ertain to the spinning mode and may become irrelevant if the nonspinning
mode requirements are SUCh as to be the basis for the gyro design.
1. Effect of Dynamic Balance Specification on Control Moment Gyro Size
As noted in section VIII paragraph C, the gyro characteristics
presented in table 29 were based on providing complete roll imbalance
compensation (i.e., the vehicle should have no steady state roll error).
It was shown in section V that the maximum steady state roll e_ror result-
ing from crew motions for the nominal station was approximately 0.5 degree.
It is apparent that if the balance specification is relaxed to permit steady
state roll errors of 0.5 degree or less, the control moment gyro capability
could be much reduced. For the nominal case, the rate stabilization require-
ment would then size the gyro, and the gyro weight, for instance, would be
reduced from 152 pounds to 48 pounds.
Figure 34 presents curves relating gyro weight to roll balance
accuracy requirements for the three inertia ratio configurations considered
in section V. The gyro weight is presented as equivalent weight. This is
the sum of the gyro weight and its associated rotor power supply. As noted
on the figure, the equivalent weight is approximately 30 percent higher
than the physical weight. This assumes a gyro design based on minimum
equivalent weight, i.e._ the rotor power has been represented by power
supply weight, and the rotor wheel speed and geometry have been selected to
minimize the sum of gyro weight and power supply weight. It should be noted
that the zero gyro weight point on figure 34 refers to balancing capability
only. Rate stabilization capability must still be provided.
2. Effect of Vehicle Inertia Ratio on Control Moment Gyro Size
The effect of vehicle inertia ratio on the control moment gyro
was estimated by assuming that the gyro characteristics are determined by
the rate stabilization requirements above (i.e., no roll balancing).
Section V showed how the gyro angular momentum requirements varied as a
function of inertia ratio. These angular momentum requirements were
8-7
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translated into component weight, volume and power as presented in table 30.
This table indicates that the gyro characteristics are relatively insensi-
tive to inertia ratio.
3- Effect of Spin Speed on Control Moment Gyro Size
, ,,,
Table 31 presents control moment gyro weight, volume and power
for three spin speeds. Since spin speed may vary throughout the mission,
the gyro must be sized to handle the entire range of anticipated spin speeds.
The data in the table assume a configuration with a constant separation of
lOO fret and an inertia ratio of .O107 (nominal). It should be noted that
the largest gyro of table 31 is still much smaller than that requlrea to
provide roll balancing. Preliminary results indicate that a gyro sized to
provide a roll balance capability is more than adequate for rate stabiliza-
tion during the low spin speed transition maneuver.
4. Effect of Damping Specification on Control Moment Gyro Size
The curves of figure 35 _..w control moment gyro characteristics |_
as a function of damping specification. A damping range of 1 to 20 percent _
of critical is shown. This figure indicates that a damping ratio of approx-
imatelj 10 percent (selected for the nominal system) is at the knee of the
peak power curve. Thus a significant power penalty is imposed by higher
damping requirements. Other characteristics are not affected as severely.
i
|
I
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TABLE 30
EFFECT OF INERTIA RATIO ON CONTROL MOMENT GYRO
REQUIRED FOR RATE STABILIZATION
Control Moment G[ro Characteristicsml,l . ii iiiiiiii ii ii
Inertia Ratio H Weight Volume Steady Peak
(slug- f t2/see ) (ib) (ft3 ) Power Power
(wat-ts) (watts)
, _ ,,,.,., H ,, .., Jl
•O107 47 48 I.3 8.8 3 5
(Nomi hal )
•0048 53 52 I.4 9.6 34
•0027 64 59 i. 6 i0.9 33
. _ |. .
Note: Spin speed = 0.4 rad/sec
Separation = iOO feet
TABLE 31
EFFECT OF SPIN SPEED ON CONTROL MOMENT GYR0
REQUIRED FOR RATE STABILIZATION
Control Moment Gyro Characteristicsb , .. .. . .........
Spin Speed H Weight Volume Steady Peak
(rad/sec ) (slug- ft2/sec ) (lb) (ft3 ) Power Power
(watts) (watts)
0.2 60 57 1.6 10.4 22
O.4 47 48 I.3 8.8 34
(nominal )
O.6 38 41 i.1 7.6 62
Note: Separation = lOO feet
Inertia ratio = .0107
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Section IX i
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. CONCLUSIONS
The stabilization and control study of flexible spinning vehicles
has established that:
• The dynamics of flexibly coupled vehicles are relatively insensi-
tive to cable configuration. A broad range of configurations
is adequate from a controls viewpoint_ although an eight crossed
cable configuration appears somewhat more favorable than the
others.
• Extension and retraction of the cabled vehicle can be readily
performed, and only slightly more (6 percent) propellant is
required to spin the flexible vehicle than would be required to
spin a rigid vehicle.
• The stabilization and control functions can be provided with
state of the art components of reasonable size, weight, and
power.
• The only unique component required in the control system is a
large two degree of freedom control moment gyro. The development
of this gyro is well within the state of the art.
B. RECOMMENDATIONS
As a result of this study, several areas requiring further inves-
tigation have been identified. These can be divided into categories
concerned with:
• Broadening the study scope to include alternate vehicle config-
urations and mission requirements.
m
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• Generation of simplified analyticalrules for use in sizing
components for specific missions.
• Definition of a nonspinning mode control systems_integration of
spinning and nonspinning mode control systems, and implementation
of the resulting system.
The specific items recommended in the first category for follow-on effort
are as follows:
i. Analyze vehicles with configurations differing _ignificantly
from the nominal vehicle defined in this study. This would
include, for example, vehicles having no inherent roll stability; •
vehicles having an asymmetric booster and/or cable configurations
and vehicles operating at larger (5000 ft) extensions.
2. Analyze alternate pointing requirements. This would include
analysis of nonsolar referenced orientations, and the associated
solar panel control problem. Further analysis of the solar
orientation control problem is also desirable for vehicles having
low roll stability, since interactions between the balancing
a
system and the orientation control system are probable in such
cases. With regard to the latter possibility, the feasibility of
roll attitude _ontrol (as opposed to rate stabilization) should
also b_ investigated. Finally, further analysis of the solar i
pointing system with the objective of trading off pointing
accuracy for propellant efficiency is recommended.
The second category, model generation, includes the following recommended
work items:
I. A detailed analysis of the nonlinear effects present in the cable
coupled vehicle is r_quired prior to development of simplified i
dynamic models. The nonlinear effects of large angle rotations
of the cable structure should be studied in order to better
I
define the region where linearizing approximations are valid.
Similarily, a more detailed investigation of the effect which I
cable slacking has on the pitch and roll axis response during i
transition is desirable, since only the most critical axis (yaw)
was analyzed in detail in this study.
J
J
2. Develop generalized actuator sizing laws applicable over a broad _
range of vehicle/mission parameters. ,,
I
I
l
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3- Develop a comprehensive analytical model for use in transition
performance predictions.
In the third category, control system definition, the following work items
are recommended:
I. Extend the nonspinning mode analysis to include initial stabiliza-
tion and alignment, docking, and maneuvering requirements.
2. Perform actuator trade-off analyses, placing increased emphasis
onthe nonspinning mode requirements.
3. Establish detailed performance specifications for the mating
devices used to couple the manned body to the boaster. This would
include definition of the allowable transients imparted by such
a mechanism at the initiation of an extension maneuver, and
definition of the maximum terminal errors and error rates.
4. Investigate the feasibility of providing _n enhanced energy dis-
sipation capability in the cables themselves in order to obtain
passive damping of the structural resonances.
5. Establish philosophy and design criteria for reliability, crew
safety, emergency control, and abort procedures. Establish a
manual control and display concept.
6. Initiate control moment gyro design studies.
9-3
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APPENDIX A
NOMENCLATURE
A. CO-ORDINATE SYSTEMS
a A
(X,_,_) Inertially fixed unit triad {figure B-l)
1_, _, _) Reference triad aligned with vehicle mass centers
(figure B-l]
(i1, Jl, kz) Body axes of vehicle No. I (figure B-J)
(Ai2, J2,_ _2 ) Body axes of vehicle No. 2 (figure B-J)
Aa
J1 Axis of rotation for e12, including "order of
rotation" effects
A N
k I Axis of rotation for els, including "order of
rotation" effects
A o_ A
{d, n, a) Local geocentric unit triad {figure G-J]
0_ A A
i* dx k
A A
j* k x i*
[S I, 82, S 81 Sun-referenced unit triad (figure G-J]
B. LINEAR AND ANGULAR POSITION
eij Small rotation of body i about axis j
_ij Pointing error of vehicle 1 about axis j
_O0 Spin angle
Orientation angle
"_1, 2 Angles locating local vertical in body axe8
A-1
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!
i Orbital inclination relative to ecliptic 1
i
Position of vehicle in orbit
/t4 Position of sun in ecliptic
Position of ascending node in ecliptic
Angle of attack
qj Generalized co-ordinate
_q$ Virtual change in q_
x i Virtual displacement of body i
_'_i Virtual rotation of body i
r Mass center separation
ro Nominal value of r
x Perturbation in r
{y_ Vector form of system co-ordinates
"_ Vehicle mass center position relative to center
of earth
, , k}
_, _,_} Components of"_along (_ _ _
T Position of differential mass element relative to
vehicle mass center
Co LINEAR AND ANGU_R VELOCITIES
Spin speed (equals_}
.A_t.o Nominal value of A_-
O,)i_ Inertial angular velocity of vehicle i about body
axis j
t
t_ t8 Perturbation in inertial anfular velocity of vehicle
i aboutbodyaxts _ = (_) _C_)
_s,_b! Inertia wheel speeds
_Jg Gyro wheel speed
_._e Orbital angular velocity
A-2
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i
V Orbital linear velocity
Inertial angular velocity of vehicle i
Vi Linear velocity of vehicle i relative to the
common mass center
D• FORCES AND MOMENTS
Tij Torque about mass center of body i, around axis j ;
Tij Control torque
Fij Force through mass center of body i, directed along .
axis j
Q_ Generalized force {also written Qx, Q4, Qq, @e11,
• • ., Qe28)
Fr Equivalent radial force
T._. Equivalent spin torque
T@ Equivalent orientation torque
FA, B Tension forcr tn cables A and B, respectively
T Total centrifugal tension
Fj Jet thrust
D Drag force
i
_ (TO , TI) Outer and inner gimbal torques on two-degree-of-
._ freedom gyro
!
{Toc, TIC) Commanded gimbal torques !
_I,_ 2,_2 Gravity gradient impulsive torque components i
(nonspinning mode) 1
TAt Impulsive _orque magnitude |
(Tr, Tp) Total torques on roll and pitch axes of single-
degree-of-freedom gyros or inertia wheels
"ITra, b, Tpa, b) Torques on individual single-degree-of-freedom
gyros, or inertia wheels, a and b respectively
[7_, T_, T¢) {_, _, _) components of _ravlty gradient torque
fo] Imbalance torques due to cross-products of inertia
A-_ I:
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fo_ Disturbance t_rques
Ti Torque about mass center of body i
F£ Force through mass center of body i
df DifferentiaI force vector
dTg Differential gravity gradient torque
Gravity gradient torque
Tav Average (one orbit) valae of Tg
Ts Precession torque required to maintain solar
orientation
To Ts - Tg
E° ENERGY
T Kinetic energy
Tvi Translational kinetic energy of body i
TRi Rotational kinetic energy of body i
V Potential energy
L Lagrangian (T - V)
_W York done in virtual displacement
F. VEHICLE PARAMETERS
M£ Mass of body i
M M14-M 2
MIM2
dm Differential mass element
m Mass imbalance
II, 12, Is Total vehicle moment of inertia about axes
Ii_ Moment of inertia of body i about axis J
A-4
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I
Ji, K£, Li Cross-products of inertia of body i
I Hv Vehicle angular momentum
dl, d2 Distance from body centers of mass to composite
I center of mass (nonspinning
mode)
Cl, c2, c8, c4 Vehicle dimensions for nonspinning aerodynamic
model
EH3 , _._3, [_] Data matrices| .kil Cable influence coefficients
ci_ Cable damping factors
i t_o Rigid body wobble frequency
|" _ro Uncoupled roll structural resonant frequency
i
-- Ojrl,t_r _ Roll resonant frequencies
I" f.OTl,COf2 Pitch structural resonant frequencies
-" t_yl'tJy2 Yaw structural resonant frequencies
r z Anti-resonant frequency
ko Vehicle static gain
" G. CONTROL PARAMETERS
. (0(i_,_i_'_i_) Control gain settings
. (kR, kp, ky) Rate stabilization gains [roll, pitch, yaw)
kv Control moment gyro gimbal damping gain
- kI Roll balance gain
Tr, Tp, Ty Wipeout time constants (roll, pitch, yaw)
" ._ Damping ratio
_ H Angular momentum, two-degree-of-freedom gyro
h a , hb Angular momentum, slngle-degree-of-freedom gyros
hT h a + hb
lw Moment of inertia, inertia wheel
. Ig Moment of inertia, gyro wheel
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Pa, Pb Peak inertia wheel servo power
Pg Peak torquer power, two-degree-of-freedom _yro
(each torquer)
t
Isp Specific impulse of reaction jet propellant i
1
Propellant weight
Xj Distance from center of mass of manned body to 1
spin jet centerline
rl* Distance from center of mass of station to ]
orientation jet centerline !
_T, _T Gyro gimbal angles (two-degree-of-freedom)
G(s, _s Gyro gimbal angles (single-degree-of-freedom)
H. CABLE PARAMETERS
"_" Cable length vector
Magnitude of_"
Is Unstretched magnitude of _"
IA, _B Length of cables A and cables B
_A, _IB Change in length of cables A and B
_1, _2, _8 Components of unstretched A
xo Cable stretch due to centrifugal force alone
X 0
_I,_2, _8 Components of total cable stretch
k Stiffness per unit length of two parallel ,:ables
dI Position of cable attachment point relative to
mass center of body i
di_ Components of di
I
d21 - d21
A Cross-sectional area of a cable
E Cable modulus of elastlclty
A-5
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I° MISCELLANEOUS CONSTANTS
Tw Vehicle skin temperature
T_ Free stream temperature
S_ Molecular speed ratio
CD* Aerodynamic drag coefficient
q Dynamic pressure
* Atmospheric density
R0 Radius of earth
go Acceleration of _ravity at earth's surface
a, b Arbitrary constants
KT1, KT2, KTS Arbitrary constants
A, B Arbitrary constants
J. OPERATORS
( )min Minimum value of ( )
Maximum value of {
( ) ss Steady state value of ( )
) Derivative of ( ) with respect to time
('*) Derivative of (*) with respect to time
I( )1 Magnitude o! { )
>> Much _reater than
t
{.
A.--7 ._
t
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APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF LINEARIZED EQUATION'S OF MOTIONFOR NINE-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM CABLE-COUPLED SPACE "STATION
i•
A. DISCUSSION
J This appendix summarizes a derivation of the equations of
motion for a nine-degree-of-freedom model of the cable-coupled space
I station. Small disturbances are assumed, and cable-inertia effects are
neglected.
Ii La_ran_e's method is used to derive the equations of motion.The kinetic ene gy, T, the potential energy, V, and the ha_ranSian
L = T-V are first computed. The equations of motion are then obtained
|" from
" where the q_'s are the _eneralized coordinates of the system. The Q_'s
- are _eneralized forces, and must be evaluated by computin% the work done,
8w, by the external forces in an arbitrary displacement of the system:
=- j_|
The ha_ran_ian formulation has been used because of its
advanta%es relative to the calculation of cable restorin% forces.
The first step in the derivation is to define the coordinate
systems and explicitly state the small-anSle assumptions and other approx-
imations used to simplify the problem. Fi%ure B-1 shows a sketch of the
cable-coupled vehicle. As noted, (_,_', _) are inertially fixed unit
_" A A
vectors, (i. j. k) is a reference triad located at the common mass-center,
B-1
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FIGURE B-I DEFINITION SKETCH OF CABLE-COUPLED
VEHICLE COORDINATE SYSTEMS
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and (i1, J1, kl) are body axes (not necessarily principal axes) of vehicle
no. I. In figure B-i, it will be assumed that
The anSle % will be considered large.
In addition to the above approximations, the common mass-center
of the two vehicles will be assumed fixed in inertial space, and the in-
ertia of the cables couplin_ vehicle no. I to vehicle no. 2 will be
neglected. Finally, the misali_nments existin_ between the referenceA _ A A A _ _ A
triad (i, j, k) and the body axes (il, J1, kl) and (i2, J2, k2) will be
assumed small an_les.
B. CC-ORDINATE CONVER3IONS
Figure B-2 illustrates the transformation from the inertial
axes (_r,_,K) to the reference axes ('_, ^ _j, k). The transformation
has been simplified by introducin_ the small an_le approximations
s,,,q =
All second-order terms have been retained. This is necessary in the inter-
mediate steps of this enerRy-based formulation of the equations of motion.
Only first-order terms will be retained in the final equations of motion.
FiRure B-3 shows the transformation from reference axes to
vehicle body axes. Again, small-anRle approximations have been introduced
and second-order terms have been'retained.
It is clear from fiRures B-2 and B-_ that the anRular velocity
of vehicle no. I is
A A
The unit vectors j_ and k_ define the axes used for the an_ular rotations,
els and e18. Since second-order terms are bein_ retained, the order of
rotation is important, and these axes must be defined in detail:
B-2
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e. 1
_____.___________
A A A
FIGUREB-3 TRANSFORMATIONFROM BODYAXES (il, ]irks)
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A A A _ _
Substitutin_ (i 1, Jl, kl) for (i, J, k) as indicated by the transformation
of figure B-3, and retainin2 all second-order terms,
. [A similar result is obtained for 5 2 .
C. KINETIC ENERGY CALCULATIONS
1. Translational Kinetic Ener%yi i i i , i i t i ,,i,__ i
The kinetic energy will be computed usin_ _oni%*s theorem,
which states that the total kinetic ener8y of a movin6 body is the sum of
that of an equal-mass part" 'e located at the mass cent_er, and the kinetic
ener%y of rotation about %he mass center.
The mass center of vehicle no. 1 moves _th a velocity
where once a%ain cos _ has been approximated b:_ (1 - _S12|. The transla-
tional kinetic ener%y of vehicle no. 1 _.s thus
B-5
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Adding the translational kinetic energy of vehicle no. 2, and retaining
only second-order terms,
2. Rotational Kinetic Energy
If the angular velocity of vehicle no. 1, for example, is
written
A M A
then the rotations1 kinetic energy is
• _ _. +zr,_,,,,_- ,T,,,,,,,w,_- _ _ _- z,u.k_,, _s-,_)
The factors (J1, K1, L1) represent cross-products Of inertia. Equation
{B-7} can be substituted into (B-12) to express TR as a function of ei_,
eiJ, _, _, and _. The total kinetic energy is the_ given by
T • T_, +Tn+rv ¢_-s_)
where TR represents the rotational kinetic energy of vehicle no. 2, and
is similar in form to TR_
D. POTENTIAL ENERGY CALCULATION
The potential energy of the system takes the form of strain
energy stored in the structure connecting M1 to M2. 0nly the translation
X or the rotations ei_ can affect the strain energy. Thus the potential
energy, V, will have the form
: Cx , K,:, e. + e,,, .... ,:x .
@
[ _ ¢_.,_)
_t
The K£j are, of course, the structural influence coefficte_,ts.
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E. GENERALIZED FORCES]
I. Form of Generalized Force Expressions
,,,=,, , ,,
As mentioned earlier, the _eneralized forces must be computedby determinin_ the work done by the external forces in an arbitrary dis-
placement compatible with the constraints. To illustrate, consider an
arbitrary translation of vehicle no. 1, denoted by 8_1, and an arbitrary>
rotation, denoted by 8_I. The an_ular velocity analysis of paragraph B
of this Appendix indicates that an arbitrary variation in the systemcoordinates will cause vehicle no. I to rotate by an an_le
1 ^
• [ Se,_+e,,Sq_._,/.-e,,Se..] _, cs-,d
I and the vehicle mass center to translate by an amount
A
M,+M_t
" Second-order terms have been neglected in these expressions. Substitutin_
. for {i, j, k} from figure B-3, and retainin_ only first-order terms,
A
- _,(-"-- _ _'(Sx+,_%_,¢-eo.e,,,._,_,)_,+(-e,_;x,/:_+_,_S¢,+e,,r_,_)_',+M,  M_.L
_ .,-(e,,.g_-e,,,'_+ t.,",+x_l ¢.,_ (_-,'0
- The work done in this displacement is _iven by
where _1 is the torque about the mass center of vehicle no. I, and F1 is
the thrust through the mass center. Let
tj -_,o)
B-5
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Then
M 14b_4,.
A similar expression is obtained from analysis of vehicle no. 2. Upon
combination of these expressions, one finds that the Reneralized forces,
denoted as Q, are as follows:
MI €„q,_,,-_"r;, q=,,_ : "r,_ c_-,.-,4
2. Control Torque Inputs
1 The external torques, Tij, include both disturbances and con-
trol torques. The latter torques will be assumed to have the form
r p
+._,.
/
!
!
B-6
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where _£j is the inertial an_ular velocity of body i about its jth axis
and _ij is the pointin_ error rotation of body i about axis j. The vari-# #
ables _18 and _S8 represent (_18-_o) and (_28-_o) respectively, where _o
is the nominal spin speed.
The pointin_ errors are related to the coordinate an_les as
follows:
&,•e,,
Expressions for the inertial an%ular-velocity components were _iven in
equations (B-7]. Substitution of (B-7) and (B-24) into (B-25) yields ex-
pressions for the control torques in terms of the basic vehicle coordinates.
This is the form desired for substitution into the equations of motion.
F. EQUATIONS OF MOTION
The equations of motion can now be obtained by substitutin_
the partial derivatives of kinetic energy, the partial derivatives of
potential energy, and the _eneralized force expressions into La_ran_e's
equations (B-l). The external torques, Ti_ , and forces, Fi_, can then be
separated into disturbance and control inputs, and the control-input po--
tion handled as described above.
One further operation proves of value. Note that at this
point, the disturbance torques, T18 , T28 , T12 , and T22, will each appear
in two of the equations of motion. (Note the form of {W_ and Q_ in equa-
tion (A-22).) It is advantageous to eliminate T18 and T28 from the
equation by subtractin_ the other equations involvin_ TIs and T28. A
simil_r remark applies to the _ equation. When this is done, the follow-
in_ equations of motion will be obtained:
The data matrices [M], [C], and [K] are _iven in tables B-l, B-2, and B-3
$
respectively. Parameters Cij have been introduced in the data matrix [C]
to allow for the possibility of internal energy dissipation in the struc-
ture couplin_ M1 to M2.
i
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4The vector {y} is _iven by !
_z
ewS I
e2._
L. _a.t
The force vectors _f_o and {f)a are _iven by
0 Fe
0 T_
T,,
- L_ z r_,
]
where the followin_ definitions apply: I
Fx, _ Qx I!
Tf__ Q_- TIS - _'28
TQ ,,_ + T12 + T22 Cq-_-)
The %eneralized forces Qx, Q_, and Q_ are defined in equation (_-22). The
vector {fo} can be considered as representin% equivalent static imbal&nce
torques due to the cross-products of inertia. The vector {f4} represents
external disturbance torques°
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APPENDIX C
DERIVATION OF GENERALIZED CABLE INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS
A. DISCUSSION
The cable sprin_ _radients can be expressed in terms of partial
derivatives of strain energy with respect to rotations of the end masses.
Accordingly, an expression for the strain energy stored in an arbitrarily
located cable will be developed, and appropriate partial-derivative computa-
tions performed.
The strain energy in a cable is a function of the amount of
cable stretch. This stretch must be _eometrically related to the an_ular
rotations of the end capsules. The primary task, then, is to determine the
amount of stretch induced in an arbitrarily located cable by specified
motions of the end capsules.
B. GEOMETRIC CONSIDERATIONS
Denote the vector length of an arbitrarily located cable as _.
Let dl and d2 denote vectors drawn from the mass centers of vehicles No. 1
and No. 2, respectively, to the points where the cable attaches to the
capsules.
#&
1
FIGURE C-! DEF|NITION OF CABLE LENGTH VECTOR
C-1
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i It can be seen from figure C-1 that
Let the vectors dl and d2 be expressed in terms of their body axis
c--,mponents (see Appendix B for definition of the various unit vectors):
,t 4. 4
Then substitution of (_,_ ^ "_ -_
i j,k) for (_i,_I,_I)and (ip,jp,kp), usin_ thetransformation of figure B-3 yields
c',, ._e,,t
- A similar expression is obtained for dP" Second-order terms have beenretained because an energy analysis is bein_ employed. Only a second-
order energy chan_e results from a first-order vehicle rotation. Thus,
second-order terms must be retained in order to obtain first-order
accuracy in the torque expressions.
" It is expedient to introduce the reference lengths
_?,: co+_',,-_,, _c-s)
I The introduction of components of cable stretch, AI, ap, and
A3 is also of value:
I
[
C-2
!
_,_.--,_.,e,, ,oc,,e.,- ('e,_",e,,') +,_,._,- _e,, ,- _ ('e,,.e,,) (c.,o;x, (_=- ,o )
In the expression for A1, the factor Xo represents the cable
stretch due to centrifugal force alone, i.e.) in the quiescent spinnin_
condition, X = Xo. Substitution of (C-4) through (C-IO) into {C-1) yields
. ..t - (-_,+×o+,_,)._+ <.e_+4.,,)_ + <_,,,a_ ) _ ( c-,,_
Define
.£,.,.= _ Ce-I,_
..¢, = _, ,,x,, (c-,,_).)
...g, = ..Z,-,,.X_.o (.e-I,#)X,
Then the magnitude of _ is _iven by
The magnitude of _8 denoted ,_, can be obtained by usih_ the binomial
expansion of {C-15) and neglecting third-order terms
[
.x ,_.<,,.[,+#.,, (,- ) "Xo+(,-
-_ -_+(, _ 4 ) +_,-*"_" .'2) ,_..
@.
C. STRAIN ENERGY EXPRESSION
The strain ener%y of a cable is %iven by
V- _ _-.e_) (_-,_)
8ubstitutin_ equation 1C-161 leads to
c=3
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D. CALCULATION OF PARTIAL DERIYITIVE8
The p&rti&l derivitives of the strsin energy with respect to
each par&meter of interest are listed in table C-I. Only first-order
_erms have been ret&ined in carryln_ out _his final step°
TABLE C-1, SHEET 1 OF 21 CABLE INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS
!
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APPENDIX D
ACTUATOR COMPARISON8 FOR ROLL/PITCH DAMPING
This appendix presents comparisons of several potential
actuator systems which might be considered for meetinR the dampinR require-
ments imposed on the roll and pitch axes of a spinnin_ space station. The
potential systems include
• Two-de_ree-of-freedom control-moment Ryros
• Single-de,tee-of-freedom control-moment _yros
• Inertia wheels
• Reaction jets.
On the basis of the followin_ analysis, a two-de_ree-of-freedom
Ryro has been selected for use in the system. The other candidates are
compared to this actuator.
A. TWO SINGLE-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM GYROS VS. TWO-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM GYRO
There are two basic methods that can be used to compare
alternate dampin_ actuation systems. The first is to design and optimize
competitive systems, usin_ the alternate actuation schemes, and then compare
overall system performance.
The second is to design an optimum dampin_ system on the
assumption that the required actuator torque-time histories can be obtained,
by an unspecified method, and to then compare the competitive methods of
obtainin_ the required torques. The second method has been chosen here,
since the comparisons can be made completely independent of vehicle dynamics, _
and the relative advantages of the compared actuation systems can there-
fore be seen more clearly.
Figure D-1 illustrates the alternate dampinR actuators and
defines the gyro parameters and coordinate systems.
D-1 i
||
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FIGURED-i CONTROLMOMENTGYROACTUATIONFORPITCH-ROLL DAMPING
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i. Two-DeSree-of-Freedom Gyro
The linearized equations of motion of the two-de_ree-of-freedom
_yro may be written as
dD-J )
where
TO = torque applied to outer _imbal
TI = torque applied to inner _imbal
flo = vehicle spin rate
_11 = vehicle inertial roll rate
_12 = vehicle inertial pitch rate.
Rearran_in_ equations (D-I} _ives
(o-_)
._T = _Tr r
-_ "- g4J#s
The factors To and TI are the _yro torque histories required by the optimum
control system, and are assumed known.
2. Sin_ le-De_ree-of-Freedom Gyros
The linearized equations of motion for _yro (a) may be written
(o-j)
D-2
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and those for gyro (b) may be written
. (o-4)
Th,.3 the total roll and pitch torques applied by the vehicle to the
actuators is
@
(D-s) ._
Re-arranging equations (D-5) gives
:
_r _-r _r
where
3. comparison
For identical vehicle performance with the two actuation
systems, it is evident from a comparison of equations (D-2) and (D-6} that
the actuator torque outputs must be equal; i.e., i
In _eneral, vehicle motion wili constitute a very small part i
of the total gimbal angles, so that equations (D-2) and (D-6) may be
simplified to:
|
!
D-_
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It is evident from (D-8) that for as = aT and fls= /_T,we must have
44 -_b --H (o-_)
so that
4;r: _ _/ (D-/o)
The single-de,tee-of-freedom _yro system therefore requires twice the total
an_ular momentum as the two-de_ree-of-freedom _yro system. This implies,
essentially, a factor of two advantage in both weight and power for the
two-de_ree-of-freedom _yro system.
B. TWO TNERTIA WHEELS VS TWO-DEGREE-OP-FREEDOM GYRO
The rate damper actuators are required to deliver sinusoidal
torques oscillatin_ at the wobble frequency, _o" The inertia wheel con-
figuration shown in figure D-2 can provide such torques on both vehicle
axes by controllin_ the wheel speeds such that
__ (c,-,,)
in which case the vehicle torques are:
-_r = -7- _os e,,z' in_#9 x
(o-,_)
D-4 i
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FIGURE D-2 INERTIA WHEEL ACTUATION FOR PITCH-ROLL DAMPING
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The cross-eouplin_ effect of vehicle spin is included in equation (D-12).
The instantaneous power of torquer A is
so that the torquers must provide peak powers up to
R,. = (_-,,_)
In comparison, the control moment _yro torque output is
(equation D-1 ne_lectin8 small effects of _11 and _12)
CD,_)
These torques can be obtained by controllin_ =T and _T such that
(o,_)
From equations (D-15) and (D-16) it can be seen that
r_,,. _, /7 (.Q.o + _.,o.) o_ ,.,.,,., ,, (" _-'")
and
D-5
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Solvin_ (D-17) for _max and substitutin_ in (D-16) _ives
T ;4 (--_o*_.'._) (_-,,.9)
_T = - " ':- cos _-'o'_
Thus, for the control moment _yro, the torquer power is
H (_o+O.,,,)
so that the peak _yro torquer power is
;t
____,,. _Oo_ CD-_,)
For equal weight in the inertia-wheel system and the two-de_ree-gf-freedom
_yro system, the _yro wheel will be approximately twice as heavy as one of
the two inertia wheels, so that
::r8 -- z Iw (c_-._:_.)
and
In this case, the ratio of inertia-wheel torquer power to _yro torquer
power is
P__ _ _ o.,_ (o'_)
In _eneral, the _yro rotor speed, _g, is about _00 radians per second, i
In addition, for the range of vehicle parameters considered in this report,
the maximum value of spin speed plus wobble frequency [_o + Wo], is !
' i
approximately unity, so that the _yro system enjoys a minimum power i
advantage of I000:1 over the inertia-wheel system. In Section VIII it is I
!
t
D-6 t
!
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shown that the peak gyro-torquer power to be expected is approximately
11 watts. This implies that a 14 horsepower servo would be required with
each inertia wheel for adequate rate damping. Further consideration of
inertia-wheel actuators for the pitch and roll axes does not appear
warranted.
C. REACTION JET SYSTEM VS TWO-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM CONTROL MOMENT GYRO
A direct torque or pow@r comparison between the use of a two-
degree-of-freedom control-moment gyro and reaction-jet thrusting for
roll/pitch damping cannot, of course, be made. It is useful, however, to
estimate the order of magnitude of propellant requirements for a jet-
damping system for consideration in comparing the two systems. Figure D-3
shows typical computer runs obtained for a reaction-jet-dampin_ system.
These records use the vehicle model discussed in Section V. In this case,
a 0.1-degree-per-second damping threshold has been assumed, and various
small reaction jets mounted on seven-foot moment arms have been used. It
is evident that the propellant consumption will be approximately 1.5 pounds
per disturbance. It can be shown that adequate vehicle damping can be
obtained for the same disturbance inputs as noted on figure D-3 with a
two-degree-of-freedom control-moment gyro system having an an_ular momentum
of 56 ft ib sec. Such a gyro would weigh approximately 45 pounds, so that
the weight crossover point is reached at 30 disturbances. This crossover
occurs at a low enou%h point to obviate the use of reaction jets for damp-
ing the vehicle, at least for missions of relatively long duration.
D-7
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FIGURE D-3 RATE STABILIZATION SYSTE._
PERFORMANCE USING REACTION JETS.
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I APPENDIX E
DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS FOR EXTENSION-RETRACTION MODEL
A. V_HICLE DYNAMICS
The extension-retraction model presented here is restricted to
the four degrees of vehicle freedom that are contained in the spin plane.
These consist of the following:
• The separation of the centers of mass of the two rigid
bodies, r.
• The spin speed of the two rigid bodies about their common
mass center, _.
• The yaw angle between the principal axis of the manned body
and the line of centers of the two bodies, e18.
• The similar yaw angle for the booster, e28.
The equations of motion for this four-degree-of-freedom model
are as follows, using symbols defined in Appendix A and equation (B-26):
E-1
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The cable configuration employed in this model consists of four
parallel cables, symmetrically arranged so that two of them are superimposed
upon two others when they are projected into the spin plane. Figure 28
illustrates this arrangement, with the forces ?A and _B each representing
the combined tension forces in a pair of equally loaded cables. Other loads
for the model shown in figure 28 are the spin jet force, FS, and a yaw dam-
per torque, TIS', both acting on the manned body. With the assumption that
the yaw angles, eis and e28, are small, the following expressions can be
derived to represent the forces and moments used in equations (E-I):
/W,
4)
+.
A symmetric configuration, where c112 = d22, has been assumed.
B. CABLE FORCES
If each of the four cables has an unloaded length, lu, the
stretch of each pair of cables is represented by
Z-2
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Cable slackin_ effects are introduced by definin_ the combined forces for
each pair of cables in the followin_ manner:
F'_,_- .-_--
where k is a constant that represents the stiffness per unit length for a
pair of cables in parallel,
C. SIMPLIFYING ASSUMPTIONS FOR ANALOG COMPUTATION
The two yawin_ moment equations, [E-4) and (E-9), each contain
terms that are multiples of cable forces and yaw anRles. It can be shown
that the second term of these equations will be small compared to the first
term, that is,
d,,_" ( F_+F. )
if the followin_ conditions are met:
• If both pairs of cables ere in tension:
!
o&C A.e,,.-a._.
>> @o_)
• If one pair of cables is slack:
:
J J
- >> - / (E,o)
• If both pairs of cables are slack, both sides of {E-8) disappear.
Since it appeared reasonable to assume that these conditions would hold true,
the terms in question were ne$1ected in the analo_ computer proSram. The
program results justified the assumption.
Further simplification of equations (E-4) and [E-5] is obtained
by assumin_ that the yaw an_les, el8 and e28, vary slowly, compared to the
E-3
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oscillatin_ total cable force associated with relative translation. This
permits the use of the followinfl approximation in computin_ the third term
of these equations:
Equations (E-4) and {E-9) can now be rewritten, with the above
assumptions, as
By combinin_ equations [E-l), {E-21, {E-3), 1E-121 and (E-151,
the followin_ equations of motion are obtained, subject to the assumptions
(g-9), (E-IO) and {E-11):
E-4
D. NOMINAL VEHICLE PARAMETERS
Values of the various vehicle parameters chosen for the analo_
computer study were:
Manned-body mass, M1 = 1220 slu_s
Booster mass, Ms = 557 slu_s
Equivalent combined mass, MT = M1 Ms/M 1 +M s = 384 slu_s
Manned-body yaw inertia, I18 = 173,000 slu_ ft 2
Booster yaw inertia, Is8 = 73,000 slu_ ft 2
Minimum mass-center separation, rmi n = 57.6 ft
Cable length, unloaded, 1u = 2 to 102 ft
Distance, mass center to cable-attachment point, dll =d_l' = 17.8 ft
Distance, center line to cable-attachment point, d22 = 5 ft
Distance, manned-body mass center to spin-jet line of action, x_ =4 ft
Stiffness per unit length of two cables in parallel, in slack range,
k = 250,000 lbs/ft/ft
Z-5
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APPENDIX F
EFFECT.OF SPIN SPEED-SEPARATION PROFILE ON EXTENSION-RETRACTION
IMPULSE REQUIREMENTS
In order to obtain a general expression for spin jet impulse
requirements, consider the four-degree-of-freedom model of Appendix E, with
the further restrictions that yaw is restrained and that there is no yaw
damper. The spinning moment equation can then be written as:
C_--,)
By transposing, we get:
M, _ iF-z) :
The jet impulse required during a transition between states [r a, _1s) and
[r b. flbl can now be obtained by integrating both sides of the above .J.
expression:
.¢L_..e,1,
(g-s)
F-I
l
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Now assume that the overall transition maneuver consists of
three linear se2ments, as shown in figure F-Io In the segment that provides
the transition between states (ro, (_o| and (r_l, iI_), it is implicitly assumed
that the extension rate is bein2 continuously varied so as to achieve the de-
sired linear relation between separation and spin speed while thrustinR with
constant force. In thi_ seRment, therefore, the followin_ relationships hold:
c_IZ I _CZ_ _Cto"IJ CF-_)
By substitution, the total impulse for the three-segment transition can be
expressed as:
lvl _. .. -- "_ A
Inte_ratin_ and collectin_ terms, we _et the f)llowin_ _eneral
expression for the total impulse for the three segments:
I r * *
Ai'r z.
_._v.+x_ _ _ ) (_, _,)(_.)
C_,)-_+
)
_-2
I
_p/H
_PE_O
.,2O
"_SM4 g_ _b'Nr_R _'P_RIgrsoM
FIGUREF-I TRANSITIONPROFILEASSUMEDFORIMPULSEREQUIREMENTSTUDY
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Usin_ nominal values of the various parameters as _iven in
Appendix E, the total impulse can be written as:
If the spin jets are considered to be located at the center of the manned
body, instead of four feet outboard, the required impulse increases to:
Figure 29 illustrates those relationships _raphicaily.
F-3
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APPENDIX G
PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS FOR SOLAR TRACKING
A° GRAVITY GRADIENT TORQUES
Consider the vehicle shown in figure G-I. The gravity force
in the unit mass element dm is
where
go = acceleration of gravity at earth's surface
Ro = radius of earth
= position of c.m, with respect to earth center
p = position of (dm) with respect to c,m. of vehicle
pT = R +p
The torque on (dm) about the mass center is
- )
Since R is much larger than p, we can write
{
l
]
G-1 i
!
J
!
i
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FIGURE G-I. BODY COORDINATE SYSTEM
FIGURE G-2. POSITION OF LOCAL VERTICAL
IN BODY AXES
t
!
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The total _ravity torque on the vehicle then becomes
Le_
and let (61 , #2) define the position of the local vertic_il in body axes as
shown in figure G-2. Performin_ the operations indicated in (G-4), one
obtains
#%
where
Since the point (_ =0, _ =0, v =0) is the vehicle center of mass by defini-
tion, and since (5, _, _) are principal axes, equations (G-6) reduce to
%
. .
1.
t I
G-2
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For the vehicle under study, the individual body inertias represent a very
small portion of the total pitch and yaw inertias, so that we can approxi-
mate the total station inertias as
1", ,,0 ) ,
where
I_.Mt
_. eMs.
Equations [G-8) may now be written as
r_=o t
T_,- 3_._;(_,,0oo,_,;.,,=¢o,_. (_..,o)#
The _ravity _radlent torques may be transformed to the ('_*,_, _) coordi-
nate system of figure G-2:
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Ithe vehicle spin rate (_ = fZk), it is meaninRful to averaRe the torques in
this coordinate system over a spin cycle. In this case we get
T'=_ _ "%.Ro - -I
In (G-12} a low orbit has been assumed, i.e., R _ Ro. Note from figure
i (G-2) that
4
&_._ .= co+<gt. 1,."*
I
so that (G-12) can be written as
I
, _+: _+---:+(';)(,'+';') C+-,,)Z,Ro
l
In this equation, d is parallel to the local vertical and points down, while
A
k is parallel to the vehicle spin axis. Normally k points at the sun.
Figure G-3 shows the coordinates necessary to define the
position of the vehicle in orbit. It follows from figure G-3, and the
associated coordinated conversion, that
-c+.._,,._z+,,,Ao.,i c=+_)_ "--"
A
++. +.j" . ,,. (t-,s+)
where
---_+_) = unit vectors centered at the earth and havin_ a f_xed
inertial alignment with t_le normal to the plane of the
ecliptic and ali_ned with the vernal equinox
i = inclination of vehicle orbit with respect to the ecliptic
q = position of the ascending mode in the ecliptic
= position of the vehicle in its orbit
= position of the sun in the ecliptic.
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FIGURE G-3 ORBITAL PARAMETERS
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Usin_ these definitions, we _et
[
The average value of this factor over one orbit is
If a sun-oriented coordinate system is introduced, as shown in fiSure G-J,
{G-17) becomes
Thus, the averaSe torque for one orbit is
"i
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For a _eneral orbit, earth oblateness causes a re_ression of the nodes, so
that i and _ vary with time. For this reason, further avera_inR of the
_ravity _radient torques is extremely difficult. Reasonable fuel estimates
can be made, however, by considerin_ the special case of an equatorial
orbit. In th[s case, the orbit inclination with respect to the ecliptic is
23 °, and there is no orbit re_ression. Arbitrarily startin_ with _ = 0
_ives
B. REQUIRED CONTROL TORQUES
In order to precess the vehicle spin vector to follow the sun
line as the earth moves in its orbit, it is necessary to obtain a precession
torque of
where
3-6
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For the nominal vehicle, the required torque is
A
= 0.6 s_ C_-2_
It is evident that a control torque, TO, must be applied to the vehicle
such that _ravity _radient torques are nullified, and the vehicle tracks
the sun. Let
Then it follows from equations (G-21) and (G-23) that the required torque
is
C. PROPELLANT REdUIREMENTS
The propellant required to maintain solar orientation of the
vehicle can be estimated from equation (G-25}. The required propellant
weight, W, is _iven by
w : _.,'_ _:I=IT,i_ (_._,)
O
where
r1* = reaction jet moment arm
tsp = propellant specific impulse
Equation (G-26} is based on an orientation control system where fuel is
expended only when the vehicle cable line is essentially normal to the
required torque vector. This equation is also based on the assumption that
no solar polntin_ error can be tolerated. Si.,ce To varies as a complex
function of time as the earth moves in its Orbit around the sun, it is
G-7
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convenient to integrate equation (G-26} _raphically. Figure G-4 shows
the yearly variation in required control torque, To. The yearly average
of this torque £s found to be 2.0 ft-lbs.
This value, to_ether with a reaction-jet moment arm of 47 feet
and a specific impulse of 500 seconds, yields a yearly propellant require-
ment for solar orientation of
W = 4500 pounds. (G-27)
(]-8
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FIGURE G-4 REQUIREDCONTROLTORQUE, Tc, TO MAINTAIN
SOLAR ORIENTATION
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I APPENDIX H
I ACTUATOR SIZING CALCULATIONS FOR NONSPINNING MODE
I
A. NONSPINNING VEHICLE CONFIGURATION
I It is assumed the cables will be fully retracted whenever the
veh cle is not spinnin_ and that the vehicle will be as shown in figure
I
._,I __='_-'l'-_='°_ 7
I
I
I FIGURE H-I NONSPINNINGVEHICLECONFIGURATION
I
H-1
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The mass and inertias of the booster and manned capsule are as
follows:
' [ ........ Manned Body Booster
,,,, ,,,
Mass MI : 1220 slu_s M2 = 557 slu_s
Roll Inertia Izl = 1 x IO s slu_ ft 2 I21 = 3 x 104 slu_ ft _
Pitch Inertia I12 = 9.03 x 104 I22 = 7.3 x 104
Yaw Inertia I18 = 1.75 x 108 I28 = 7.3 x 104
Then, the composite vehicle has the followin% parameters:
Mass _ = _, +_, " ,_7 _l_, (jr-/)
Composite center of Mass
x,,.,: m,d.-m,&/ C,,,_)(,_J-_x-''"'_5") ,, - : -- ....... -'4.Of"
,"/'77
Inertias
Yaw
B. ORBITAL ORIENTATIONS
The two vehicle orientations considered for illustratin_
disturbance-level variations are depicted in figure H-2. The solar-
oriented vehicle is pointed so that the lon_itudinal (x} body axis is
aligned with the sun's rays. Roll orientation is optional, but for the
present analysis, the vehicle is assumed to remain inertially fixed in
roll.
X-2
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I
I
I a. $(_I.J,R ORIENTATION
I
i (
b. "8ELLY OOWN" ORI(MTATIOtt
I
I FIGURE H-Z ORBITAL ORIENTATIONS
I
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In the "belly down" orientation, the y-axi.s is aligned with the
local vertical and tie x-axis is held in the orbital plane. It should be
noted that the pitch and yaw definitions used here are consistent with the
definitions used in the spinnin_ vehicle studies.
C. GRAVITY GRADIENT TORQUES
The body'axis torques actin% on an orbitin% vehicle due to
%ra_'ity %r_dient are as follows:
Pitch _ =
. (z,.I) . a# C#-,)
where
R = radiu of earth = 20.9 x I06 ft
0
_o = surface value acceleration of _ravi_y -- 52.k ft/sec 2
R = orbital radius = 21.9 x I08 ft (175-nm orbit}
(If, I2, Is ) = principal moments of inertia (ft Ib sec 2}
(_'7'If) = body axis components of radius vector to vehicle [ft}
(_,,_/,_r_ are a function of vehicle position on orbit
and orientation,
therefore,
___.,_,_ are direction cosines.
Evaluatin_ these torques for the vehicle sho#n in figure H-l,
the constant factors are
KTI = 0.55 ft Ib
KTm = 2.55 ft ib
KT8 = 2.02 ft Ib
14-4
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I
I When the vehicle is in the "belly down" orientation, the
y-body axis intersects the center of the earth; therefore, _=__-0
Thus,
I provided this orientation is held.
For the solar oriented vehicle,_, _ and_r depend on the
I location of the orbital plane, the sun, and on the vehicle position in
orbit. For the purpose of estimatin_ actuator sizin_ requ.:.ements, the
i worst case will be assumed, _ivin_ the followin_ maximum torques:
7_,,_, "- 0.#" Mr,
! : °i "
These torques will oscillate at twice the orbital frequency, _ivind
I maximum oscillatory components of
| _ "-(o,:_)(o._)l_,-z_t)_ [o._t-_)_,. _ (.-,,)
| _ _(o.5)(_.o_)(,,,2_+)-O.oJt'_-_).,,, z_,_- (_-'_)
I where _}e is orbit frequency (1.14 x 10 -3 rad/sec for a 17_ nmi orbit).
The impulse required to counteract these torques is _iven by
I
where I7-1 .. _ 7/"| - ____
I
H-_
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I
I This _ives the followin_ values when evaluated for the above torques:
Roll _ I = 144.7 ft ib sec
I Pitch _ 2 : 1050 ft ib sec
Yaw _8 = 88_ ft lb sec
I that the reaction wheel can be operated from full
Assumin_ yaw
speed one directioz to full speed the other direction to absorb the yaw
torque impulse, a minimum wheel capacity would be 443 ft Ib sac (slu_ ft2/
I sec). Extra wheel capacity may be needed to _ounteract cross-couplin_ from
the control moment tyro, dependin% on its specific implementation.
I A two-deCree-of-freedom control moment _yro for Fitch and roll
would be sized by the pitch torque impulse. Assumin_ here, too, that
I hardover-to-hardover operation is acceptable, the _yro an_ular momentum(based on 60-de_r e _imoal deflection) would be
I S.|
where ¢(T is the _yro _imbai an_le.!
/o$o
I In addi;ion to the oscillatory components assumed to be
counteracted by momentum storage devices, there will also be secular
I _ravity _radient torques that will require reaction jet fuel consumption.
The maximum values of these secular torques would be
The fuel required to oppose these secular torques depends on the actual
i vehicle ephemeris.
D. AERODYNAMIC TORQUE8
!
Aerodynamic torques on a space station depend on its _eometric
I shape as well as its orbital altitude and orientation. Attachments, suchas solar panels, may also contribute m jor aerodynamic torques. Therefore,
!
H-6
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a detailed analysis of the aerodynamic torques would necessitate
establishing nonspinning vehicle configuration parameters to a depth
not consistent with this study. However, some measure of the potential
importance of these torques can be obtained by considering the simplified
vehicle model shown in figure H-5, and negiectin_ the effects of solar
panels.
I
.... l]C,M. c._e • Jl
- C, 6J"
FIGURE H-5 AERODYNAMIC VEHICLE MODEL
For the solar orientation, the vehicle angle-of-attack_will
_o through 560 de_rees in the course of each orbit. To a first approxima-
tion, the maximum moment will occur when the angle-of-attack is 90 de_rees.
This moment can be calculated readily usin_ the equations developed by
%
Davison* based on free-molecule aerodynamics.
The dra_ coefficient based on frontal area for a cylinder
normal to the relative wind is given by (Davison, p. 16, eq. 57)
I
*Paul H. Davison, Passive Aerodynamic Stabilization of Near Earth
Satellites, Volume II - Aerodynamic Analysis, WADD TR61-15_, Wright i
Air Development Division, WPAFB, Ohio, March 1961. i|
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I
I where
-_= molecular speed ratio
I _ : vehicle skin temperature
= free stream temperature
I These parameters are all evaluated by Davison and are presented in the
reference cited as a function of orbital altitude. For a 17_-nm orbit,
I
| --.__ =¢,4L,_/_-z
And for
I "7_-4-.9"
the resultant dra_ coefficient becomes
_" I and the dra_ is
c,.c,c., j.
i
where
atmospheric density
I V = orbital velocity
(evaluated for 175-nm orbit)
I _ivin_ a resultant moment of
i Torque = Dra_ x C_. (mass center to center of pressure distance}(2.64 x I0-2 ib) (I_.5 ft)
= 0.41 ft ib
I
i H-8
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If the aerodynamic torque is approximated by a sinusoid at
orbital frequency havin_ this peak value, the maximum impulse is
_ (oel)(2)
---720 Fr-z_. s_c
(I./_xIo"9
where
= orbit frequency (1.14 x 10 -8 rad/sec for 175-nm orbit)
This would certainly be si£nlficant in sizin_ momentum storage devices.
E. MOMENTUM STORAGE FOR MANEUVERING
f
It may be desirable to employ momentum storage actuators for
maneuverin_ control durin% some phases of the mission. One advanta%e of
such a procedure is the conservation of reaction jet fuel; another is the
capability of more precise pointin_ control. However, with the large
vehicle inertias involved, even low maneuverln_ rates require siRnificant
momentum stora%e capacity. For example, maneuverin_ at a rate as low as
0.05 de_ree per second will require the followin%:
Yaw: A H yaw = (0.05de%/sec)(i/57.5)(7.14x 105 ft ibsec 2) =623ft ib sec
Pitch: _H pitch = (0.05)(I/57.3)(6.52 x 105 ) = 552 ft Ib sec
Roll: _ H roll = (0 05)(I/_7.2)(i 3 x 105 ) = 114 ft Ib sec
Thus, if an orbital orientation which minimizes external i
disturbances is selected, the capacity of the momentum exchange actuators
may well be determined by the maneuverin_ control requirements.
n-9 i!
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